The New Zealand Marine Oil Spill Response Strategy 2015–2019 (the Strategy) is the fourth and latest revision of a strategy that is a required responsibility for Maritime NZ under the Maritime Transport Act 1994.*

This Strategy is a significant evolution from previous editions as it not only provides information about how New Zealand responds to marine oil spills, but also, for the first time, sets the vision, principles, goals, and objectives for New Zealand’s marine oil spill readiness and response (see overview in Figure 1).

The vision of the Strategy – ‘New Zealand has an efficient, effective, resilient and fit-for-purpose marine oil spill response system’ – fits well with Maritime NZ’s vision ‘safe, secure and clean’, and directly reflects the key attributes we are working to achieve.

The four goals outlined in the Strategy, with their supporting objectives, target the key areas we believe are critical for maintaining and improving our overall response system. These areas are:

• Industry’s and regional councils’ capability to respond to their own and local spills
• New Zealand’s ability to respond to a significant spill
• the importance of having the right expertise and information
• the relationships and partnerships we need to implement, support, and improve our system.

Typically, most marine oil spills in New Zealand’s waters are small in volume, so are easily managed and of low impact. However, New Zealand also needs to be ready to respond to significant spills, which are low probability events but of high impact, such as the Rena incident.

The marine oil spill response system, therefore, needs to be broad in its application with the capability to mount a response to all spills in New Zealand’s waters.

The system needs to reflect world’s best practice but be carefully adapted to New Zealand’s marine and maritime environments. This is challenging as New Zealand’s marine waters are extensive and often remote, and the maritime industry is complex and dynamic with rapidly changing technology, multiple stakeholders, and diverse views.

The regular update of the Strategy provides an excellent opportunity to capture the key principles and lessons from the past and to cast an eye to the future and emerging trends and opportunities in marine oil spill response and readiness.

The Strategy will be complemented by a detailed Capability Plan that will set out how Maritime NZ will give effect to it and the work required to achieve the goals and objectives.** This plan will incorporate and advance the capability building and capital enhancement initiatives already under way in the wake of the Rena incident and the upturn in offshore oil and gas activities.

Finally, Maritime NZ would like to acknowledge all of its partners (locally and internationally), who are valued contributors to New Zealand’s capability to respond to a significant marine oil spill incident, and thank everyone who contributed to the development of this Strategy.

Keith Manch
Director, Maritime NZ

---

* In the context of the Strategy, Maritime NZ focuses on both readiness and response. Readiness is the development of operational systems and capabilities before a marine oil spill happens. Response is the actions taken immediately before, during, or directly after a marine oil spill incident to control and contain the spill, and protect people and resources. Note that ‘2015–2019’ refers to calendar years.

** The Capability Plan will be developed and implementation begun in 2015.
PURPOSE STATEMENT

The New Zealand Marine Oil Spill Response Strategy (the Strategy) meets the requirement under section 283 of the Maritime Transport Act 1994.

The purpose of the Strategy is to:

- describe actions to be taken and by whom in a response to a marine oil spill, and to promote a standard and coordinated national readiness and response system
- provide Maritime NZ with the strategic intent and direction to shape how New Zealand maintains and enhances its preparation for readiness and response to marine oil spills.¹

The Strategy also provides a core element of Maritime NZ’s contribution to government outcomes for managing the health, safety, and environmental risks from the oil and gas industry when it is operating in New Zealand’s marine environment.

¹ Maritime NZ is the government agency responsible for providing an effective marine oil spill response system.

COMPONENTS OF THIS EDITION OF THE STRATEGY

Earlier editions of the Strategy focused on telling the story of how Maritime NZ prepares and responds to oil spills in the marine environment and explaining who does what in a response. Those editions remain a valuable repository of information about the historic state of New Zealand’s readiness and response planning for marine oil spills.

The 2015–2019 Strategy is shaped by the lessons of the past but also looks to the future. As well as providing information about how Maritime NZ will respond to spills, as required by the Maritime Transport Act 1994 (the Act), the Strategy now also sets the vision and values, principles, goals, and objectives for the next five years to ensure New Zealand’s readiness and response system is appropriate, efficient, and effective.

How the components of the Strategy fit together is shown in Figure 1 (the goals and objectives are not presented in priority order). The vision and values are then discussed (page 7) with the principles, goals, and objectives discussed on pages 18–27.²

² A glossary of technical terms is in Appendix A.
FIGURE 1 COMPONENTS OF NEW ZEALAND’S MARINE OIL SPILL RESPONSE STRATEGY

Government’s overall goal
To grow the New Zealand economy to deliver greater prosperity, security and opportunity for all New Zealanders

Government’s long-term objectives for the transport sector
The government is seeking a transport system that maximises economic and social benefits for New Zealand and minimises harm

Maritime New Zealand’s Vision
A maritime community that works and plays safely and securely on clean waters

Maritime New Zealand’s Values
Integrity, commitment, and respect

Vision
New Zealand has an efficient, effective, resilient, and fit-for-purpose marine oil spill response system

Principles
• Take a national and international cooperative and shared approach to marine oil spill readiness and response
• Integrate with the overall complex marine incident framework
• Use a risk-based approach for oil spill readiness and response
• Use information, research, and expertise as key enablers

Goal 1
Industry (Tier 1) and regional (Tier 2) readiness and response capability is matched to the scale of their responsibility and risk

Objectives
1.1: Ensure industry (Tier 1) readiness and response is at an appropriate level
1.2: Ensure regional (Tier 2) readiness and response is at an appropriate level
1.3: Ensure industry (Tier 1) and regional (Tier 2) readiness and response is monitored, audited, and enhanced as appropriate
1.4: Assess and refresh the planning and delivery of training and exercising for regional readiness and response

Goal 2
New Zealand is able to respond to a significant (Tier 3) marine oil spill

Objectives
2.1: Ensure there is a national response capability ready and able to undertake a Tier 3 response operation
2.2: Review equipment holdings and develop an acquisition programme to ensure an appropriate national capability is maintained
2.3: Ensure arrangements are in place with service providers in the event of a significant Tier 3 oil spill
2.4: Maintain and improve national response capability through international engagement with formal arrangements

Goal 3
New Zealand’s readiness and response is evidence-based and intelligence-led, and meets international best practice

Objectives
3.1: Undertake study and research, and gather data to improve the environmental, technical, and equipment knowledge needed to maintain and enhance New Zealand’s readiness and response system
3.2: Ensure Maritime NZ has sufficient capability and resources to evaluate and implement as appropriate national and international best practice oil spill readiness and response

Goal 4
Maritime NZ builds and maintains relationships that will improve readiness and response to marine oil spills and help meet international obligations

Objectives
4.1: Engage with the community and iwi in a proactive and planned way
4.2: Maintain and enhance cross-government, industry, and other stakeholder relationships to ensure effective and efficient coordination and collaboration in Tier 3 readiness and response
4.3: Contribute to the building of response capability of Pacific Island partners
4.4: Ensure Maritime NZ meets international obligations for oil spill readiness and response
VISION AND VALUES FOR NEW ZEALAND’S RESPONSE TO MARINE OIL SPILLS

VISION – NEW ZEALAND HAS AN EFFICIENT, EFFECTIVE, RESILIENT, AND FIT-FOR-PURPOSE MARINE OIL SPILL RESPONSE SYSTEM

The Strategy’s vision supports Maritime NZ’s overall vision of ‘a maritime community that works and plays safely and securely on clean waters’. (An introduction to Maritime NZ is on page 8.)

VALUES – INTEGRITY, COMMITMENT, AND RESPECT

Maritime NZ’s key values are that it acts with integrity, commitment, and respect. These values guide Maritime NZ’s behaviour and action when working collaboratively with regional councils, industry, the community, and iwi to minimise the risks of a marine oil spill and to reduce the effects of a spill should one occur.

Maritime NZ also recognises and acknowledges the different perspectives and values of all who play a part in responding to marine oil spills, in particular, the community and iwi.

LEGAL REQUIREMENT – POLLUTER PAYS

The Strategy also implements ‘polluter pays’, which is a legal requirement and the basic premise of oil pollution readiness and response, in that the full, reasonable cost of any spill response, clean-up, and reasonable restoration efforts will be sought from the spiller, within the limits of their liability and within the terms of the applicable international regime in force in New Zealand. 3

---

3 See Part 25 of the Maritime Transport Act 1994 (the Act) and Appendix B. Note that for any cost to be compensable it must fall within the definitions set out in the applicable international regime and not all claims will be payable as a matter of right.
INTRODUCTION TO MARITIME NEW ZEALAND

Maritime NZ is the national, regulatory, compliance, and response agency responsible for ensuring the safety, security, and environmental protection of New Zealand waters.

Maritime NZ was created in 1994. It is governed by a five-member board (formally, the Maritime New Zealand Authority) appointed by the Minister of Transport under the Maritime Transport Act 1994 (the Act).

About 190 staff are located across New Zealand in Maritime NZ’s head office in Wellington, 10 regional offices, the Marine Pollution Response Service in Auckland, and the Search and Rescue Coordination Centre in Lower Hutt.

Maritime NZ is charged with maintaining New Zealand’s capability to respond to oil spills within New Zealand waters in accordance with its responsibilities set out in the Act and the Strategy.

To achieve this, Maritime NZ provides a number of outputs, including:

- the development, maintenance, and administration of the Strategy, including international cooperation
- ensuring that tiered contingency oil spill response plans are developed and maintained at the national, regional, and operator levels to give effect to the Strategy, including the development and maintenance of a national training plan for oil spill responders and the implementation of that plan in accordance with the Strategy
- the regular training for and exercising of contingency response plans at the national, regional, and operator levels
- the provision of sufficient resources to effectively implement the Strategy and associated contingency plans, including response equipment.

Maritime NZ achieves these outputs working with other response partners, including government agencies, regional councils, industry, non-government organisations, and overseas agencies.

The original Strategy was developed in 1992 and has been revised twice since then. The last revision was completed in 2006. The planned review in 2011 was delayed because of the Rena incident. Maritime NZ decided to await a formal, independent review into that incident, so important lessons could be incorporated, as appropriate, into this Strategy.

---

CONTEXT FOR THE STRATEGY

INTERNATIONAL AND NATIONAL GOVERNANCE FOR THE STRATEGY

The Maritime Transport Act 1994 (the Act) requires the Minister of Transport to ensure New Zealand meets all its international obligations related to maritime matters. The Strategy is a key component for meeting the oil pollution and oil spill response aspects of these obligations. The Strategy also meets requirements under part 23 of the Act, which sets out the domestic obligations for plans and responses to protect the marine environment from marine oil spills. Obligations apply across government (Maritime NZ), regional councils, and various industry sectors (ships, oil transfer sites, and offshore installations).

Marine Protection Rules, which are made under the Act, implement international conventions and standards and form part of New Zealand’s maritime law. These rules regulate, among other things, the development of marine oil spill contingency plans, which are a key requirement for planning a response to oil spills by industry operators, regional councils, and Maritime NZ.

Figure 2 shows the international and national governance arrangements and where the Strategy fits into the overall scheme for marine oil spill readiness and response.

---

Note: Acronyms are explained in the Glossary in Appendix A with details about international requirements in Appendix B.
THREE-TIERED READINESS AND RESPONSE APPROACH

Following international best practice and convention guidance, New Zealand has implemented a three-tiered approach to all aspects of marine oil spill readiness and response. This approach ensures an appropriate response capability is readily available to deal with oil spills commensurate to the risks. The three tiers are provided for in the Act.

The tiers can be described as follows:

- **Tier 1 oil spills** are responded to and resolved by the operator. Oil spill response capability is based on risk. The level of response is expected to consist of a timely ‘first-strike’ and includes the capacity to assist if there is an escalation to a Tier 2 or Tier 3 response.
- **Tier 2 oil spills** are generally those beyond the capability of the operator acting alone and the response is led and resolved by the local regional council. The specific capacity required by the regional council is based on the risks at their location.
- **Tier 3 oil spills** are generally more complex, of longer duration and impact, and beyond the response capability of the regional council or operator. The response is nationally led and coordinated by Maritime NZ.

Organisations likely to respond at the various tiers must prepare contingency plans and have a response capability appropriate to their respective levels of risk and responsibility (see Appendices C and D).

---


7 An expanded definition can be found in Appendix D.
Figure 3 shows the different tiers and who is responsible for the planning and response at each tier: Tier 1 response – industry operators of ships, oil transfer sites and offshore installations; Tier 2 response – regional councils; and Tier 3 response – national (Maritime NZ).

Tier 1 and Tier 2 responses can be escalated in an integrated and efficient manner to the next tier, depending on the actual or potential consequences of the event. Tier 3 responses may be augmented and supported with assistance from other national and international organisations and agencies.

Arrangements are in place to secure overseas assistance if the scale of an incident is beyond the nation’s domestic capability. These arrangements are reciprocal, so New Zealand is expected to assist its overseas partners if requested.8

OIL POLLUTION ADVISORY COMMITTEE

The Act establishes the Oil Pollution Advisory Committee (OPAC). OPAC is made up of industry and government representatives appointed by the Minister of Transport. OPAC advises the Maritime New Zealand Authority on the Strategy, the fixing and levying of the oil pollution levies, the use of the Oil Pollution Fund, and any other matter related to oil spills that the Minister or Director of Maritime NZ specifies from time to time.9

OIL POLLUTION FUND

The main financial support for oil pollution readiness and response functions is the Oil Pollution Fund. The Act requires Maritime NZ to establish and administer the fund, which is required to cover the:

- costs of OPAC
- purchase of equipment or anything else required to implement or assist in implementing a Tier 2 or Tier 3 response to marine oil spills
- reasonable costs Maritime NZ or a regional council incurs in investigating a suspected marine oil spill and in controlling, dispersing, and cleaning up any marine oil spill
- costs of services associated with planning and responding to marine oil spills that are services provided for under a contract
- costs to Maritime NZ or a regional council of taking measures to avoid marine oil spills.

The fund is derived from the Oil Pollution Levy. The levy is collected from:

- ships, domestic and foreign vessels exceeding 24 metres length overall (LOA) and more than 100 gross tonnes
- oil sites (floating, production, storage and offloading units (FPSOs), oil pipelines, and oil platforms).

Each sector pays the levy at a rate proportional to the overall risk created by the various activities in which the sector is engaged. Every financial year Maritime NZ produces a financial plan for expenditure from the fund, which is referred to OPAC for agreement and recommendation for approval to the Minister of Transport.

The levy is subject to a regular review process to ensure an appropriate level of funding is always available. The levy is set so that the sum total of levies collected meets the annual cost of maintaining New Zealand’s marine oil spill readiness and response capability as defined in the Strategy.

The last review of the levy concluded in June 2013,10 and the next review is scheduled to be completed by June 2016.11

---

8 Each request for assistance outside New Zealand is considered on a case-by-case basis, bearing in mind the requirement to continue to maintain New Zealand’s own response capability.
9 The authority for and functions and membership of OPAC are set out in section 282 of the Act.
10 See the Maritime Transport (Oil Pollution Levies) Order 2013, which sets out specific financial levies for coastal trade ships (including oil tankers), fishing vessels, offshore petroleum rigs and platforms, and oil pipelines.
11 The last review resulted in an increase in base Oil Pollution Levy revenue from $3.07 million to $4.5 million per year. In addition, $1.87 million will be generated from levy payers from 2013 to 2016 to specifically fund the purchase of oil spill response and preparedness equipment. A further $1.2 million will be generated over the same period to fund the maintenance of New Zealand’s training and response capability.
If needed during a response, emergency access to Crown funding can be arranged through the Ministry of Transport, the Domestic and External Security Secretariat, and the Treasury.

RELATIONSHIP OF THIS STRATEGY WITH THE MARITIME INCIDENT RESPONSE STRATEGY

Following the Rena incident, Maritime NZ developed the Maritime Incident Response Strategy, which is an overall strategy with associated plans for ‘major maritime incidents’, outlining what needs to be done to manage all aspects of large-scale, major, and/or complex maritime incidents. The overall strategy and plans deal with oil spills (the New Zealand Marine Oil Spill Response Strategy), non-oil matters such as salvage, pollution other than oil pollution, investigation, communications, and community and iwi engagement.

The New Zealand Marine Oil Spill Response Strategy fits within the overall strategy, providing for a seamless response to marine incidents, no matter their scale and complexity, and for the start of recovery activity.

WATERS COVERED BY THIS STRATEGY

The Strategy applies to marine oil spills in:

- the internal waters of New Zealand (landward of the boundary of the territorial sea to the low water mark), but only to instances where a spill would inevitably reach marine waters such as spills from vessels or industrial sites on rivers
- New Zealand marine waters (from the baseline to 200 nautical miles, comprising the territorial sea and exclusive economic zone)
- the waters beyond the outer limits of the exclusive economic zone but over the continental shelf of New Zealand

Inland oil spill responses are addressed under the Resource Management Act 1991 and are within the jurisdiction of the regional council. However, Maritime NZ will use all endeavours to assist where a spill is beyond the capacity of the region to respond.

New Zealand will undertake measures on the high seas (beyond 200 nautical miles and continental shelf waters) as may be necessary to manage danger to the coastline from the threat of pollution by oil following a maritime incident.

ENGAGEMENT WITH MĀORI

In light of the importance to Māori of the marine environment, including ecosystems and indigenous species, Maritime NZ seeks to work closely with Māori on matters such as marine oil spills.

Maritime NZ:

- works closely with regional councils to ensure that iwi are consulted on contingency planning and response through regional marine oil spill contingency plans
- involves, as appropriate, iwi authorities and iwi in oil spill responses
- takes steps to address Māori interests identified through these processes.

These commitments are consistent with Maritime NZ’s work to engage effectively with Māori communities on many issues, including when managing complex marine incidents.

---

12 New Zealand continental waters comprise New Zealand marine waters and the waters beyond the outer limits of the exclusive economic zone but over the continental shelf of New Zealand (refer section 222(1) of the Act). This is in respect of the Director of Maritime NZ’s powers under sections 248 and 249, provisions in Marine Protection Rules under sections 246, 390, and 451 of the Act, and New Zealand’s international obligations regarding pollution from seabed activities, see Article 208 of the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea, 1982.

13 See the International Convention Relating to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties 1969, discussed in Appendix B.
IMPORTANT RISKS, TRENDS, AND EVENTS INFLUENCING THE STRATEGY

To revise the Strategy and, in turn, develop the detailed National Marine Oil Spill Contingency Plan\textsuperscript{14} and annual work plan, Maritime NZ has examined the risks of a marine oil spill occurring.\textsuperscript{15}

A variety of national and international historical data (what marine oil spills have there been, why, and where) has been carefully considered. Marine oil spill responses in New Zealand and internationally have been reviewed to see what lessons can be learnt and how response capability can be improved.

Maritime NZ has looked to the future at such things as likely changes in shipping activity, the evolution of marine oil and gas exploration and production activity, and the emergence of new and different activities in the marine environment.

By understanding the current and future nature of the maritime sector, learning lessons from Maritime NZ’s and others’ experiences, and assessing future risks and trends, the Strategy and the resulting oil spill response system will be built in a way that is future proofed and adaptable to change.

KEY DRIVERS THAT INFORMED THIS REVISION OF THE STRATEGY

Requirements of the Maritime Transport Act 1994

The New Zealand legal framework that drives the Strategy is described in Appendix C.

Lessons from the \textit{Rena} incident

The grounding of the container vessel CV \textit{Rena} in October 2011 on the Astrolabe Reef (Otaiti) in the Bay of Plenty resulted in New Zealand’s largest marine oil spill response. It involved agencies and individuals from throughout New Zealand and the rest of the world, and was complex, challenging, costly, and lengthy.

A review highlighted that Maritime NZ’s response was effective overall, but not always efficient. The review also noted the challenges in responding to such incidents and the need for Maritime NZ to re-focus its oil spill response framework and response capability to better address a major and/or complex maritime incident. As a result, Maritime NZ is undertaking a comprehensive programme to develop an overall strategy for major maritime incidents and associated plans (discussed on page 12).

The review concluded that the \textit{Rena} oil spill response was, in general, a success, and demonstrated the vital importance of a scalable and flexible oil spill response system with comprehensive international support agreements and arrangements. This revision of the Strategy continues to place major emphasis on scalability and cooperative arrangements.

Lessons from international incidents

Two significant oil spill incidents in overseas jurisdictions were the:

- blow out and subsequent fire at the Montara well-head platform in the Timor Sea in 2009
- well blow out, explosion, and fire at the Deepwater Horizon offshore drilling rig in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010.

Maritime NZ staff and other trained responders attended both incidents. These incidents have:

- reinforced the importance of the global network of oil spill responders in dealing with a very large spill
- highlighted the challenges of oil spill response in the offshore region
- focused national administrations on the roles and responsibilities of industry in both preventing and responding to an oil spill
driven advances in the technology around oil spill response. This revision of the Strategy incorporates these key lessons.

**Offshore oil and minerals activity**

New Zealand has had an offshore oil and gas industry for many years. The five producing offshore fields (Kupe, Pohokura, Maui, Maari, and Tui) are all in the Taranaki basin. Recently, offshore oil and gas exploration activity has increased, and this activity is likely to continue in Taranaki and other regions.

Although the likelihood of a major offshore oil and gas incident is very low, the consequences are likely to be severe. The ability to control wells (using capping and containment) was developed internationally during the Deepwater Horizon incident and is now internationally available. Under the Strategy, industry, as the expert in this field, must be able to access this well-control capability, where appropriate. Maritime NZ will ensure industry meets this requirement.

The New Zealand–based response capability is geared towards ‘first response’ scenarios, with national and international reinforcement for longer-term, large-scale incidents. This Strategy is based on the expectation that oil and gas activity will increase and that industry will lead with appropriate first response capability, backed up by the national system, and reinforced through New Zealand’s collaborative arrangements, in the case of a serious spill.

Interest in offshore mining for iron-sands, phosphate, gas hydrates, and seafloor massive sulphides is increasing. These types of operations all require large processing and support vessels and, therefore, lead to an increased (yet still low) risk of a marine oil spill. The Strategy focuses on ensuring industry has an appropriate level of oil spill response capability for any given activity.

**Domestic and international shipping trends**

Three key trends in shipping are emerging that will likely impact on the level of risk of marine oil spills from vessels.

- The number of cruise ship, bulk carrier, and container ship voyages to New Zealand is increasing. Voyages increased in the three years 2010/11 to 2012/13 compared with the previous three years (2007/08 to 2009/10).
- The median size of vessels coming to New Zealand is increasing. The median size increased from 20,867 to 25,049 gross tons from 2010/11 to 2012/13.
- Large ship losses worldwide have declined 45 percent since 2003 as ship safety has improved.

In summary, vessels are getting larger, but, in general terms, safer, and more vessels will be visiting New Zealand in the years ahead. Maritime NZ ensures oil spill response capability is enhanced by locating the right equipment, personnel, and training in the right geographical areas based on maritime traffic patterns and risks.

**GOVERNMENT’S APPROACH TO MANAGING SECURITY RISKS**

Managing the risk and responding to marine oil spills requires activities from across a broad spectrum – from measures to prevent oil spills, to preparing systems and capabilities in readiness for an event, to actions needed in a response, and, finally, to efforts and processes to bring about recovery and regeneration.

These four elements – reduction, readiness, response, and recovery – are used across all sectors and all tiers of government to manage the risks to national security.

Table 1 summarises the main features of each element to show how they provide for an integrated approach to marine oil spills. The Strategy’s focus is to provide strategic direction and planning for the readiness and response elements in order to manage the risk from marine oil spills.

---


17 Appendix D explains the model for Tier 3 responses and offshore oil and gas well control.

### TABLE 1: FEATURES OF THE FOUR ELEMENTS OF AN INTEGRATED APPROACH TO MARINE OIL SPILLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ELEMENT</th>
<th>DESCRIPTION</th>
<th>KEY FEATURES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reduction</strong>&lt;br&gt;Supporting activities seeking to minimise risks from oil spills</td>
<td>Identification and analysis of the risks from marine oil spills to the maritime environment, including taking steps to eliminate these risks if practicable, and, if not practicable, reducing the magnitude of their impact and the likelihood of their occurring.</td>
<td>Various international conventions and domestic laws, regulations, and rules&lt;br&gt;Education and advice&lt;br&gt;Vessel safety and spill prevention standards&lt;br&gt;Tracked vessel movements&lt;br&gt;Industry agreements for immediate rescue and salvage resources&lt;br&gt;Industry operating within a safety culture&lt;br&gt;Health, safety, and environmental regime for offshore oil and gas&lt;br&gt;Site marine oil spill contingency plans*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Readiness</strong>&lt;br&gt;A key driver for and focus of the New Zealand Marine Oil Spill Response Strategy</td>
<td>Development of operational systems and capabilities before a marine oil spill happens, including contingency plans for industry, regions, and the country as a whole, and specific exercise and training programmes for responders.</td>
<td>Risk assessment and environmental sensitivity undertaken&lt;br&gt;Contingency plans that are comprehensive, integrated, well understood, monitored, exercised, and compliant with relevant legislation and rules&lt;br&gt;Systems developed for research into the application, effectiveness, and environmental risks and benefits of new spill technologies, innovations, and/or products.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response</strong>&lt;br&gt;A key driver for and focus of the New Zealand Marine Oil Spill Response Strategy</td>
<td>Actions taken immediately before, during, or directly after a marine oil spill incident to control, contain, and protect people and resources and to help communities recover.</td>
<td>Sufficient equipment available for a fit-for-purpose response&lt;br&gt;Sufficient personnel available to respond</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Recovery</strong>&lt;br&gt;Supporting activities seeking to minimise environmental impacts from oil spills</td>
<td>Coordinated efforts and processes to bring about the immediate, medium-term, and long-term regeneration of the marine environment and community (as required) following a marine oil spill. Maritime NZ’s focus is on assisting recovery authorities to undertake baseline activities at the start of a response and monitoring the environmental effects of the response activities.</td>
<td>Processes in place to promote environmental, economic, social, and cultural recovery after a spill, including:&lt;br&gt;• determining whether impacts have occurred and assessing them&lt;br&gt;• establishing and implementing a restoration plan (if needed)&lt;br&gt;• monitoring results over time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Site marine oil spill contingency plans contain measures for the prevention of oil spills.<br>** Recovery starts and is concurrent with response actions. The effectiveness of recovery is influenced by the effectiveness of the incident response.
MARITIME NZ’S ROLE IN REDUCTION AND RECOVERY

Maritime NZ’s wider activities extend to aspects of marine oil spill reduction and recovery. These functions are at the margins of the main purpose of the Strategy but are explained briefly below.

Reduction

Protection of New Zealand’s marine environment (i.e., reduction of risk) is provided by international conventions (e.g., MARPOL19), legislation, rules, regulations, and standards. These form part of the global framework for combating marine pollution and includes reducing the risk of oil spills. This framework sets out the technical requirements for ships’ construction, pollution prevention equipment and operation, and restriction on the deliberate disposal of waste into the sea.

Maritime NZ:

• leads New Zealand’s contribution to the development of conventions at the International Maritime Organization and other international organisations
• contributes to the development of national laws, regulations, rules, and standards

19 The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships.

Other legislation and government agencies form part of the framework. Within 12 nautical miles of the shore, discharges from ships and offshore installations are regulated by the Resource Management Act 1991 and regulations made under that Act. Compliance activity is carried out by regional councils.

For offshore oil and gas installations, WorkSafe New Zealand is responsible for rules, under the Health and Safety in Employment Act 1992 and its associated regulations, that ensure ‘oil stays in the pipe’ and the risk of a loss of containment is as low as reasonably practicable. WorkSafe New Zealand maintains regulatory oversight throughout the life cycle of oil and gas drilling and production.

Recovery

Recovery starts as soon as the response to an incident begins and typically continues well after the active response phase concludes. Following the Civil Defence model, recovery encompasses the community and four key environment threads of activity with the specific requirement for each dependent on the particular circumstances of the incident (see Figure 4).

![Figure 4: Recovery Activity Threads for Civil Defence Emergency Management](attachment:image.png)
Maritime NZ is not the lead agency for recovery activity. However, as the likely lead agency for response activities in an oil spill, Maritime NZ must be fully engaged with the recovery authorities (local, regional, and national) from the very beginning of the response.

This applies most directly in the ‘natural environment’ thread where Maritime NZ will need to:

- support initial environmental base-lining activity, which supports the recovery authorities in assessing the degree to which the original environment has been restored
- carry out monitoring of the environmental effects of response activities.

IMPLEMENTING THE STRATEGY

The implementation of the Strategy will include developing a Capability Plan (see Figure 5). The Capability Plan will describe the tasks and actions, and their associated costs, Maritime NZ and others will be taking to implement the Strategy to achieve its goals and objectives over the five years 2015–2019.

Implementation will concentrate on the first four full financial years as these cover the third, and last year, of the current levy (2015/16) and then the next three years following the formal review of the levy in 2016 (2015/16 to 2018/19). The 2016 levy review will consider the impact of different implementation options for the Strategy on current funding levels and the potential sources of funding, including the levy. The levy will be reviewed again in 2019.

Feeding into the Capability Plan will be analysis of capability requirements (people, equipment, training, exercise, and organisation), and a revised Marine Oil Spill Risk Assessment (MOSRA). The 2015 MOSRA will build on previous versions, considering both likelihood and consequence, taking into account environmental impacts from spills, and also future trends in the oil and maritime industries.

Maritime NZ will be leading the process to develop the Capability Plan with input from key stakeholders, in particular OPAC and regional councils.

---

20 The Capability Plan will be developed and implementation begun in 2015.

---

**FIGURE 5: KEY STEPS FOR IMPLEMENTING THE NEW ZEALAND MARINE OIL SPILL RESPONSE STRATEGY**

- **NZ Marine Oil Spill Response Strategy 2015 – 2019**
- **Marine Oil Spill Risk Assessment 2015**
- **Analysis of Capability Requirements 2015/16 – 2018/19**
- **Draft Capability Plan 2015/16 – 2018/19**
- **Delivery Options (industry, regional councils, government)**
- **Funding Options (OPL, industry, regional councils, government)**
- **Final Capability Plan 2015/16 – 2018/19**
- **Implementation of Capability Plan 2015/16 – 2018/19**

---

# Capability planning is organised by financial years (i.e., 2015/16 – 2018/19 covers the period 1 July 2015 to 30 June 2019).

* This period covers the third year of the current Oil Pollution Levy (OPL) and the next three-year period.
PRINCIPLES, GOALS, AND OBJECTIVES OF THE STRATEGY

PRINCIPLES

The Strategy is underpinned by four principles (as shown in Figure 1, page 6).

1. Take a national and international cooperative and shared approach to marine oil spill readiness and response

The Strategy supports a national and international cooperative and shared approach to marine oil spill readiness and response. This involves having an integrated oil spill management and response system to coordinate the involvement of all relevant players with a role in minimising the impacts of marine oil spills on the New Zealand community, environment, culture, economy, and infrastructure. The system will meet all statutory requirements and be efficient, effective, resilient, and fit for purpose. Response capability will be maintained and developed through successful relationships and partnerships between Maritime NZ, regional councils, government agencies, industry, the community, iwi, and non-governmental and overseas agencies.

2. Integrate with the overall complex marine incident framework

The Strategy recognises that managing significant oil spill incidents can also involve matters such as salvage, pollution other than oil pollution, investigation, communications, and community and iwi engagement. It contributes to a comprehensive and integrated response arrangement to minimise the impacts of oil spills and other marine environment pollution from vessels, offshore petroleum facilities, and oil transfer sites on the New Zealand community, environment, cultural and heritage resources, economy, and infrastructure.

3. Use a risk-based approach for oil spill readiness and response

The approach and implementation of the Strategy is underpinned by an active assessment of the risks of a marine oil spill. A transparent and systematic process is used when identifying and assessing risks and in communicating these risks to all relevant parties. The risk-based approach will be used in decision-making for preparing and planning for marine oil spill response.

4. Use information, research, and expertise as key enablers

The Strategy encourages the best use of information in decision-making for readiness and response, the undertaking of relevant research activity, and the efficient gathering and management of information. It supports the development and maintenance of the appropriate range of skills, expertise, and leadership capabilities needed for an effective, efficient, and resilient oil spill response structure. The Strategy promotes the sharing and understanding of best practice approaches to oil spill risk management and operational response.

GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The Strategy seeks to achieve four goals. These goals are detailed in Table 2 alongside specific objectives related to each goal. The text following the table (pages 20–27) explains each goal in more detail. The goals and objectives are largely structured in accordance with the internationally recognised three-tiered readiness and response approach (discussed in Appendix D).

These goals and objectives will shape the future capability requirements for New Zealand and Maritime NZ and, in turn, the resources needed to give effect to this capability.
**TABLE 2: GOALS AND OBJECTIVES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOAL</th>
<th>OBJECTIVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1: Industry (Tier 1) and regional (Tier 2) readiness and response</td>
<td>1.1: Ensure industry (Tier 1) readiness and response (equipment, training, exercising, plans, and number of trained personnel) is at an appropriate level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>is matched to the scale of their responsibility and risk</td>
<td>1.2: Ensure regional (Tier 2) readiness and response (equipment, training, exercising, plans, and number of trained personnel) is at an appropriate level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.3: Ensure industry (Tier 1) and regional (Tier 2) readiness and response is monitored, audited, and enhanced as appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.4: Assess and refresh the planning and delivery of training and exercising for regional readiness and response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. New Zealand is able to respond to a significant (Tier 3) marine</td>
<td>2.1: Ensure there is a national response capability ready and able to undertake a Tier 3 response operation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>oil spill</td>
<td>2.2: Review equipment holdings and develop an acquisition programme to ensure an appropriate national capability is maintained</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.3: Ensure arrangements are in place with service providers in the event of a significant Tier 3 oil spill</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>2.4: Maintain and improve national response capability through international engagement with formal agreements, contracts, and arrangements, as appropriate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3: New Zealand’s readiness and response is evidence-based and</td>
<td>3.1: Undertake study and research, and gather data to improve the environmental, technical, and equipment knowledge needed to maintain and enhance New Zealand’s readiness and response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intelligence-led and meets international best practice</td>
<td>3.2: Ensure Maritime NZ has sufficient capability and resources to evaluate and implement as appropriate national and international best practice oil spill readiness and response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4: Maritime NZ builds and maintains relationships that will</td>
<td>4.1: Engage with the community and iwi in a proactive and planned way</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>improve readiness and response to marine oil spills and help</td>
<td>4.2: Maintain and enhance cross-government, industry, and other stakeholder relationships to ensure effective and efficient coordination and collaboration in Tier 3 readiness and response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>meet international obligations</td>
<td>4.3: Contribute to the building of response capability of Pacific Island partners</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>4.4: Ensure Maritime NZ meets international obligations for oil spill readiness and response</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
GOAL 1: INDUSTRY (TIER 1) AND REGIONAL (TIER 2) READINESS AND RESPONSE CAPABILITY IS MATCHED TO THE SCALE OF THEIR RESPONSIBILITY AND RISK

Industry operators of vessels, oil transfer sites, and offshore installations and regional councils must have a marine oil spill contingency plan.

Plans are produced according to standards provided in the Act, the Marine Protection Rules, and any guidelines issued by the Director of Maritime NZ. Each regional, site, or installation plan must also be consistent with this Strategy and the National Marine Oil Spill Contingency Plan.

The purpose of the plans is to promote in New Zealand planned readiness (including oil spill prevention measures) and response to marine oil spills at shipboard, site, regional, and national levels and identify any delegated powers and the responsibilities of all those involved in oil spill incident response.

Maritime NZ works to ensure the industry and regional readiness and response capability is described accurately in contingency plans and that this capability is matched to the scale of responsibility and risk of each site and region.

Plans at the different tiers need to integrate across the tiers and between them ensure that all necessary information is available to ensure an efficient and effective response at all tiers. Plans are dynamic, living documents subject to regular and continual update. Formal review is required every three years or earlier if circumstances demand. A review must also occur after every significant oil spill incident or exercise.

Above all, plans must be clear, concise, simple, easy to use, and understood by the people who will use them.

OBJECTIVE 1.1: Ensure industry (Tier 1) readiness and response (equipment, training, exercising, plans, and number of trained personnel) is at an appropriate level

Industry (Tier 1) response readiness (funded and resourced directly by industry) and the role industry plays in managing or contributing to the response to a marine oil spill are important aspects of New Zealand’s oil spill response system.

Each industry site or vessel operator is responsible for providing response equipment and training and exercising its response personnel. Maritime NZ and regional councils work with industry, through risk assessment and contingency planning, to ensure that, in the event of an oil spill, appropriate capacity exists for each site to conduct an industry-level response that is commensurate with the risk from the operation.

A Tier 1 response is about the accountability and responsibility for the initial spill response, so industry capability and sensitive resource information requirements at the planning stage may be significant.

OBJECTIVE 1.2: Ensure regional (Tier 2) readiness and response (equipment, training, exercising, plans, and number of trained personnel) is at an appropriate level

Maritime NZ, regional council, and unitary authority response readiness is funded by the Oil Pollution Levy collected from industry and administered by Maritime NZ.

Maritime NZ ensures regional response equipment is located appropriately for the regional risk of an oil spill. It also works closely with regional councils to coordinate the exercising and training of local responders for Tier 2 responses (for which regional councils are responsible) and in Tier 3 response operations. A key aim is to ensure there are sufficient trained regional personnel to support and sustain a significant Tier 2 or Tier 3 response.

Regional councils are responsible for maintaining and managing regional response capability, including auditing and contingency planning. They must also undertake appropriate local engagement and

21 Oil tankers of 150 tons gross tonnage or more and other ships of 400 tons gross tonnage or more must have a shipboard marine oil spill contingency plan.

22 Except for Shipboard Marine Oil Spill Contingency Plans, which are reviewed annually for currency and completeness and after use in response to an oil spill.
consultation on their plans. Maritime NZ works with regional councils to coordinate and run training and exercises.

**OBJECTIVE 1.3: Ensure industry (Tier 1) and regional (Tier 2) readiness and response is monitored, audited, and enhanced as appropriate**

Responsibility for approving site contingency plans rests with regional councils (for onshore oil transfer sites) or Maritime NZ (for ships and offshore installations).

Maritime NZ audits and approves the regional contingency plans. These plans must be reviewed formally every three years or earlier if circumstances demand.

Maritime NZ maintains relevant guidance and advice for site and regional marine oil spill contingency plans. Consequently, it has an ongoing role to ensure these contingency plans are monitored, audited, and enhanced as appropriate.

It is important plans are kept up to date and relevant to the site, operation, and region to which they apply. These plans, which are based on assessed risks and changes in the operating environment and associated risks over time, drive the capability required to respond to an oil spill incident.

**OBJECTIVE 1.4: Assess and refresh the planning and delivery of training and exercising for regional readiness and response**

**Training**

Industry retains responsibility for providing appropriate training to its response personnel.

Maritime NZ is responsible for providing and coordinating training for those who will be involved in Tier 2 (regional) and Tier 3 (national) responses. Maritime NZ regularly assesses and reviews the effectiveness and efficiency of its training of spill responders, and actively explores new and different delivery techniques and tools.

**Exercises**

To ensure response capability is maintained, Maritime NZ assesses all Tier 2 and Tier 3 planning, management, and operational response procedures by conducting regular exercises.

The principal aims of regional exercise programmes are to test regional contingency plans. They maintain and develop individual and collective skills, overall response capability, improve efficiency, and ensure cost-effectiveness. Regional exercise programmes have regard to the three primary response roles of regions: Tier 2 responses, the transition from Tier 2 to Tier 3, and involvement in Tier 3 responses.

Maritime NZ undertakes regular Tier 3 exercises. Industry (shipping and oil companies) and regional councils are invited to participate in the planning for and conduct of these national exercises. Cooperation in exercises, both among regions and between regions and Maritime NZ, enhances response preparedness by maintaining operational flexibility and the ability of regional teams to operate effectively across a variety of Tier 2 and Tier 3 incidents.

**GOAL 2: NEW ZEALAND IS ABLE TO RESPOND TO A SIGNIFICANT (TIER 3) MARINE OIL SPILL**

Maritime NZ leads the readiness for and response to a Tier 3 incident, which is usually in cooperation with the industry responder (spiller), regional council, and wider industry, together with the community, iwi authorities, iwi, and other domestic and overseas agencies as required and/or appropriate. Tier 3 events usually call for substantial resources to be mobilised, nationally and internationally, and for these resources to be integrated into a well-organised and coordinated response.

A Tier 3 response is largely guided by the National Marine Oil Spill Contingency Plan, which is developed and maintained by Maritime NZ. Planning for a Tier 3 incident endeavours to ensure the information required to respond at this level is available either directly in the

---

23 Refer to section 291 of the Act.

Tier 3 plan or in an integrated fashion across the Tier 1 to 3 plans. Significant Tier 3 events are rare but have the potential to cause widespread damage and affect many people. The *Rena* incident is a case in point. Although this incident had a relatively small oil spill (about 350 tonnes), it had a significant impact on the local environment and community. The *Rena* response involved agencies and individuals from throughout New Zealand and the rest of the world. It was complex, was lengthy, and demonstrated the challenges of responding to an offshore event (see Appendix E).

The *Rena* incident showed the importance of being ready for a Tier 3 response. Increasingly larger vessels (cargo and cruise), carrying larger quantities of bunker fuel, are visiting New Zealand, and activity is increasing in the offshore environment with oil exploration in existing and new areas within the exclusive economic zone and potential sea-bed mining projects. These trends present additional oil spill risks in the offshore environment and will be factored into Tier 3 preparedness and response arrangements.

Objectives 2.1–2.4 are designed to deliver the desired improvement in New Zealand’s Tier 3 readiness.

**OBJECTIVE 2.1: Ensure there is a national response capability ready and able to undertake a Tier 3 response operation**

Maritime NZ’s plans for a large scale oil spill response are based around a National Response Team (NRT), which forms the core of the incident response team during an incident, with a Maritime Incident Response Team (MIRT) in Wellington and an oil spill response coordination centre at or near the spill. Together, MIRT and the coordination centre provide coordination, communication, advice, and decision-making for all parties involved in the response.

Maritime NZ maintains the structures and competencies required for the NRT, including functional requirements for the coordination centre, through personnel training and exercise programmes, so sufficient qualified, trained, and experienced personnel are ready to undertake a Tier 3 response. The NRT is made up of staff from Maritime NZ, regional councils and other central government departments and agencies, as well as national and international response and recovery organisations.

In particular, Maritime NZ ensures a sufficient number of National On-Scene Commanders (NOSCs) continue to have the required training and resources to enable them to lead a Tier 3 response effectively.

Maritime NZ maintains the National Marine Oil Spill Contingency Plan and approves plans at Tier 2 and Tier 3 levels. To ensure the incident response team is ready and able to respond effectively and efficiently to a Tier 3 incident Maritime NZ makes sure that plans provided across the three tiers of response are integrated and provide the incident response team with all the information resources it requires.

**OBJECTIVE 2.2: Review equipment holdings and develop an acquisition programme to ensure an appropriate national capability is maintained**

As part of giving effect to the International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and Co-operation, 1990 (the OPRC),²⁵ and the Act, Maritime NZ owns a variety of oil spill response equipment (over $14 million in value in 2014).

Response equipment is stored at over 20 locations around the country. The amount and type of equipment available in a location is based on the assessed risk and potential size of a spill. For example, regions with major oil terminals have larger stockpiles and specialist equipment. Each region has the equipment necessary to deal with minor spills and to mount a credible first response to more significant incidents.

Large and specialised equipment, as used in a Tier 3 response, is stored and maintained in Auckland at Maritime NZ’s Marine Pollution Response Service warehouse. Significant equipment includes harbour and inshore recovery vessels, booms, skimmers, dispersants, and dispersant application systems.

For a Tier 3 response, equipment can be mobilised quickly from anywhere in the country and transported by road and air to the scene of an oil spill. Additional

²⁵ See further information on the OPRC under objective 4.4, page 26, and in Appendix B.
response equipment can be brought in from international locations, including Australia, Singapore, and the United Kingdom (see objective 2.3). Maritime NZ reviews the location and extent of its equipment holdings at least every three years and has an acquisition programme to ensure New Zealand is equipped to respond effectively to oil spills, in particular, a Tier 3 response. Equipment is paid for by the industry through the Oil Pollution Fund and is Maritime NZ's property. Planning for new or replacement equipment is undertaken in consultation with OPAC.

OBJECTIVE 2.3: Ensure arrangements are in place with service providers in the event of a significant Tier 3 oil spill

In a significant Tier 3 oil spill response, it is highly likely expertise, resources, and equipment from external suppliers within and outside New Zealand will be used in addition to those of Maritime NZ, the regional council, and the operator.

For example, in the Rena incident, international assistance was received from Australia, the United Kingdom, the United States, the Netherlands, and Singapore. Additional resources from within New Zealand included personnel from various government agencies (local and central) and navy vessels, tugs, barges, helicopters, and planes.

When wildlife is affected by a marine oil spill, the National Oiled Wildlife Response Team is mobilised. This team is trained, managed, and coordinated by specialists in Massey University’s Wildbase Oil Response Team. In addition to Wildbase staff, the National Oiled Wildlife Response Team consists of other wildlife specialists and coordinators from the regions. Regional teams of volunteer wildlife responders are also available to assist. Specialist wildlife equipment can be deployed from the Palmerston North Massey University campus and a purpose-built wildlife treatment facility is also available.

Much of the assistance during the Rena response was provided under existing arrangements through agreements, memoranda of understanding, or formal contracts with Maritime NZ (see Appendix F).

Maritime NZ actively develops, maintains, and enhances all necessary contractual and functional relationship arrangements with other New Zealand agencies and organisations for expertise and advice, aerial and at-sea response capability, environmental monitoring and assessment, and wildlife protection during a significant Tier 3 oil spill.

OBJECTIVE 2.4: Maintain and improve national response capability through international engagement with formal agreements, contracts, and arrangements, as appropriate

A major spill in New Zealand waters will almost certainly require international assistance and cooperation. New Zealand may also be asked to help other countries if they suffer a similar event.

This reciprocal commitment is reflected in various mutual aid agreements and memoranda of understanding, as well as by the international conventions to which New Zealand is a party (see Appendix B).

Assistance is provided to other nations in accordance with formal arrangements and, may be initiated through the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade. Maritime NZ is ready and able to assist in responses to significant international maritime emergencies that involve actual or potential oil pollution. Each request for assistance outside New Zealand is considered on a case-by-case basis, bearing in mind the requirement to continue to maintain New Zealand's own response capability.

New Zealand's primary relationship is with Australia through a memorandum of understanding with the Australian Maritime Safety Authority. The memorandum provides for cooperation with exercises, training, response equipment, and expertise.

New Zealand is also party to the Noumea Convention with regional obligations to Pacific Island nations under the Pacific Ocean Pollution Prevention Programme (PACPOL).

Some agreements with agencies and organisations in other countries are informal. Maritime NZ reviews its relationships (informal and formal) with offshore partners so in a significant response there is certainty and commitment they can contribute to a national response in New Zealand waters.
Maritime NZ also enhances and maintains mechanisms (such as service level agreements) to develop and foster close ties with Australian oil spill response counterparts – the Australian Maritime Safety Authority and through it the Australian Marine Oil Spill Centre.

Maritime NZ works to better understand the capabilities of overseas agencies that New Zealand can call on in a significant incident, so they can be used more effectively in the response.

**GOAL 3: NEW ZEALAND’S READINESS AND RESPONSE IS EVIDENCE-BASED AND INTELLIGENCE-LED AND MEETS INTERNATIONAL BEST PRACTICE**

Maritime NZ bases its work on evidence and intelligence that is collected, collated, and analysed and then used to assess risks and inform decision-making.

The process used for making the best choices to minimise impacts of oil spills on people and the environment is Net Environmental Benefit Analysis (NEBA). The basic premise is that the environmental impacts of the response option being used should be as low as possible and in any event less than the effects of the original pollution if that were left untreated; that is, there should be a net positive environmental benefit from intervening.

NEBA is challenging and complex and is critically reliant on intelligence regarding sensitive resources in the path of the spill and technically knowledgeable staff to analyse the outcome of various response techniques on the sensitive resources.

To provide the most efficient and effective response, the marine oil spill contingency plans must ensure intelligence is available on sensitive resources. Staff at all levels must be appropriately trained to ensure they have the knowledge and skills to assess the outcome of the response actions available.

**OBJECTIVE 3.1: Undertake study and research, and gather data to improve the environmental, technical, and equipment knowledge needed to maintain and enhance New Zealand’s readiness and response system**

Maritime NZ undertakes study and research, and gathers relevant information to ensure New Zealand’s response capability accounts for environmental issues, different site and regional settings, technological advances, and emerging issues and trends.

Good environmental, technical, and equipment information is necessary for assessment and decision-making during oil spill responses. The potential threats posed by an oil spill, particularly in the early stages, need to be rapidly assessed so resources are deployed most effectively to minimise environmental harm as much as possible.

Industry and government agencies have roles to play in identifying, collating, and making available existing information. The collection and reporting of such information will, over time, provide a comprehensive baseline on which to underpin decisions during an oil spill.

Data and information for the New Zealand coastline and offshore varies in quality and quantity. In some areas (for example, offshore Taranaki), data and information is significant, while other areas are not so well understood.

To improve this database, Maritime NZ is commissioning research and gathering information on sensitive resources in areas around the New Zealand coastline that are at risk from marine oil spills. Maritime NZ also works to provide simple tools that can efficiently guide spill contingency planners or spill responders through the environmental risk assessment process.

The use of risk assessments has become a well-established part of Maritime NZ’s preparation for oil spill response, and such assessments contribute to the setting of the Oil Pollution Levy.

It is important the public has confidence that New Zealand is following international practice in the regulation of, readiness for, and response to, marine oil spills. Accordingly, Maritime NZ comprehensively reviews international practice (both industry and
regulatory) and its applicability to New Zealand to inform policy and practice.

These reviews provide knowledge of risks and response options (technical and equipment), inform operator requirements for readiness, help Maritime NZ to understand overseas regulator capabilities, and ensure New Zealand’s alignment with international best practice.

Such reviews can also fill a key knowledge gap, provide independent, corroborated evidence on which to base future Maritime NZ positions on ‘reasonable and practical steps’ by operators, and help to manage the risks to the environment and to New Zealand.

Industry is a key part New Zealand’s readiness and response system, so Maritime NZ explores opportunities with industry to contribute to research and development activities.

OBJECTIVE 3.2: Ensure Maritime NZ has sufficient capability and resources to evaluate and implement as appropriate national and international best practice oil spill readiness and response

Maritime NZ regularly assesses its personnel capability and resourcing needs to ensure it can undertake required in-house investigation and analysis of environmental, technical, and equipment information for best practice oil spill response and readiness.

GOAL 4: MARITIME NZ BUILDS AND MAINTAINS RELATIONSHIPS THAT WILL IMPROVE READINESS AND RESPONSE TO MARINE OIL SPILLS AND HELP MEET INTERNATIONAL OBLIGATIONS

OBJECTIVE 4.1: Engage with the community and iwi in a proactive and planned way

Effective engagement (including education) with the wider community and iwi is essential for creating public confidence in New Zealand’s ability to prepare for and respond to marine oil spills.

This engagement supports and helps the community and iwi, when appropriate, and communicates key messages about all aspects of New Zealand’s readiness and response. It educates the community and iwi about the nature of the threat, the potential impacts resulting from marine oil spills, and the operational constraints on response actions. Engagement also develops an understanding among the community and iwi of the tiered nature of response and the roles and responsibilities of different agents at each tier, and promotes the reporting of all marine pollution incidents.

A lesson from Rena was that in a significant marine pollution incident it is important to have a set of principles, systems, and practices that can guide the engagement and potential assistance to Maritime NZ (and other responders) from the community, iwi authorities, iwi, and volunteers. This guidance is integrated into contingency plans and used in training and exercises. It aids consultation and liaison with affected communities and iwi, helps identify interest groups and representatives, and highlights areas of interest and concern.

OBJECTIVE 4.2: Maintain and enhance cross-government, industry, and other stakeholder relationships to ensure effective and efficient coordination and collaboration in Tier 3 readiness and response

Maritime NZ plays a part in the stewardship and security of New Zealand’s maritime interests, in particular the safety and protection of the environment. A key component of this stewardship includes Maritime NZ’s activities to prevent and respond to marine oil spills.

Maritime NZ is the lead government agency for marine oil spill response. In preparing for and responding to significant (Tier 3) marine oil spills, Maritime NZ relies on a coordinated and cooperative effort across the government agencies responsible for ensuring New Zealand’s maritime interests are secure.26

26 Agencies include the Department of Conservation, the Ministry for Business, Innovation, and Employment, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade, the Ministry for Primary Industries, the New Zealand Customs Service, the New Zealand Defence Force, New Zealand Police, the National Maritime Coordination Centre, and GEOINT New Zealand.
Maritime NZ is a member of the Maritime Security Oversight Committee, which promotes the stewardship and security of maritime interests by the responsible government agencies through a collective approach.

As part of this approach, Maritime NZ seeks to optimise its effectiveness and efficiency for readiness and response to a Tier 3 spill by increasing its collaboration with other agencies in strategic planning, procurement, and operational planning and activity. This includes sharing information to establish an understanding of risks, ensuring this Strategy aligns with the strategies of other agencies involved in maritime security, taking a collective approach to mitigating risks from oil spill events, and integrating oil spill response into wider exercise programmes that address overall maritime incidents and engage central government agencies.

Maritime NZ also ensures its roles and responsibilities, as described in the Act, are recognised and accounted for in any new or amended legislation that defines functions and accountabilities in New Zealand’s maritime domain.

With some government agencies Maritime NZ has a formal relationship in a memorandum of understanding (see Appendix F). These memoranda improve clarity and certainty about respective roles and responsibilities and expectations for collaboration and reporting lines in a Tier 3 response.

Maritime NZ always seeks to work constructively with the parties it regulates and their representative organisations. In regard to the implementation of this Strategy, especially those involved in the maritime sector and oil industry that can play a part in contributing to the overall regime for oil readiness and response.

An important contributor to this work is OPAC, which is a statutory body comprising representatives from regional councils, port companies, shipping, the fishing and oil industries, and other government agencies. OPAC is charged with advising Maritime NZ on oil spill response issues. Maritime NZ regards OPAC as a key contact point for the wider sector and will be looking at ways to better involve OPAC in the planning for spill response.

**OBJECTIVE 4.3: Contribute to the building of response capability of Pacific Island partners**

New Zealand is a party to the Noumea Convention, which has adopted the Pacific Ocean Pollution Prevention Programme (PACPOL). This programme assists Pacific Island nations with marine pollution response, including developing the Pacific Islands Regional Marine Spill Contingency Plan (PACPLAN).

One of the key mechanisms in PACPLAN is the provision for island member states to seek support and assistance from one of the metropolitan members (Australia, France, New Zealand, and the United States) for marine pollution readiness and response. New Zealand is the primary source of assistance for Cook Islands, Fiji, Niue, Western Samoa, Tokelau, and Tonga.

Assistance for readiness typically takes the form of response training, the development of contingency plans, equipment recommendations, and risk assessments. Maritime NZ is looking at ways it can better deliver on PACPLAN on a long-term sustainable basis, including the necessary expertise, funding, and resources.

**OBJECTIVE 4.4: Ensure Maritime NZ meets international obligations for oil spill response and readiness**

The Act requires the Minister of Transport to ensure New Zealand meets all its international obligations related to maritime matters (see Appendix B).

A key obligation relates to the International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and Cooperation, 1990 (OPRC). The OPRC was developed by the International Maritime Organization and sets out the principles for establishing national oil spill readiness and response capability. It is a key driver for setting up the New Zealand readiness and response system and establishes measures for dealing with marine oil pollution incidents nationally and in cooperation with other countries. State parties to the convention undertake, individually or jointly, to carry out all appropriate measures to prepare for and respond to

---

27 See Appendix B.
oil pollution incidents. The Strategy will help guide the delivery of the appropriate measures for New Zealand.

Adherence to the various liability conventions is also particularly relevant: the Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, 1992 (the 1992 CLC), the Convention on Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims (LLMC Protocol) and the International Convention on Civil Liability for Bunker Oil Pollution Damage (Bunker Convention).

New Zealand also has interests in Antarctica, specifically the Ross Sea Region, and as a signatory to the Antarctic Treaty has accepted obligations in regard to environmental protection in the region.

The implementation of the Strategy will help Maritime NZ ensure New Zealand meets its international treaty and convention obligations for oil spill readiness and response and adheres to relevant subsidiary bodies and instruments, particularly those arising from the country’s membership of the International Maritime Organization.
APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY

**Antarctic Treaty, 1959** see Appendix B

**baseline of the territorial sea**

The low water mark along the coast of New Zealand, including the coast of all islands, except where, in the case of the sea adjacent to a bay, the baseline is a straight line or series of straight lines across the bay, where the entrance to that bay exceeds 24 nautical miles (see sections 5 and 6 of the Territorial Sea, Contiguous Zone and Exclusive Economic Zone Act 1977).

**Bunkers Convention** see Appendix B – International Convention on Civil liability for Bunker Oil Pollution Damage, 2001

**Cabinet Committee on Domestic External Security Coordination**

One role of this committee is to coordinate and direct the national response to a major crisis or to circumstances affecting national security (such as a natural disaster, biosecurity problem, health emergency, or terrorist or military threat) within New Zealand or involving New Zealand’s interests overseas.28

**CLC** see Appendix B – International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, 1992

**clean-up** see oil spill response

**continental shelf**

The sea bed and subsoil of those submarine areas that extend beyond the territorial limits of New Zealand, throughout the natural prolongation of the landed territory of New Zealand, to the outer edge of the continental margin, or to a distance of 200 nautical miles from the baseline from which the breadth of the territorial sea is measured (as described in sections 5, 6, and 6A of the Territorial Sea, Contiguous Zone and Exclusive Economic Zone Act 1977) where the outer edge of the continental margin does not extend to that distance.

**contingency plan**

A plan prepared in anticipation of an incident. In this case, the contingency is for an oil spill incident. The contingency plan prepared for a site or region usually consists of guidelines and operating instructions intended to prevent an oil spill and in the event of a spill increase the efficiency and effectiveness of clean-up operations and to protect areas of biological, social, and economic importance.

**Coordination Centre**

A local, regional, or national centre that coordinates the response to an oil spill and supports local, regional, and national level responses.

**dispersant**

A chemical formulation containing non-ionic surface active agents that lower the surface tension between oil and water, enabling oil film to break up more easily and disperse within the water with natural or mechanical agitation.

**Domestic and External Security Secretariat**

A formal responsibility of the Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet.
Duty Manager
A rostered staff position within Maritime NZ to provide 24-hour contact for maritime incidents and emergencies. The Rescue Coordination Centre New Zealand has a separate Duty Manager, to whom initial oil spill reports to Maritime NZ are made.

environmental baseline
Baseline environmental condition before impact of oil spill.

exclusive economic zone
All marine waters from the outer edge of the territorial sea (12 nautical miles) seaward for 188 nautical miles until the 200 nautical mile limit (see section 9 of the Territorial Sea, Contiguous Zone, and Exclusive Economic Zone Act 1977).

first strike
Means a prompt initial response to protect the environment that is intended to limit the effect of an incident in such a way that it is resolved or until such time as other resources can be deployed in support. This capability will vary from location to location.

floating, production, storage and offloading unit (FPSO)
A floating vessel used in the production, storage, and offloading of oil.

Fund Convention see Appendix B – International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, 1992

GEOINT New Zealand
Geospatial Intelligence New Zealand, which undertakes the exploitation and analysis of imagery and geospatial information about features or activities of defence, security, economic, safety or intelligence interest, conceptualised in the context of location and time.

gross tonnage
The total volume of the interior of a ship, measured in tons (units of 100 cubic feet).

incident controller
A generic term for the person responsible for implementing the site, installation, or shipboard marine oil spill contingency plan at a Tier 1 level (see also On-Scene Commander.)

internal waters of New Zealand
Any areas of the sea on the landward side of the baseline of the territorial sea of New Zealand (see section 4 of the Territorial Sea and Exclusive Economic Zone Act 1977).

Intervention Convention see Appendix B – International Convention Relating to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Oil Pollution Casualties, 1969

iwi
The largest social grouping in Māori society is the iwi (tribe). Iwi usually consist of several related hapū (sub-tribes).

iwi authority
The authority that represents an iwi for the purposes of the Resource Management Act 1991 and is recognised by that iwi as having authority to do so.

LLMC Convention see Appendix B – Convention on the Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims 1976

LLMC Protocol see Appendix B – 1996 Protocol to the LLMC Convention

marine oil spill
The actual or probable release, discharge, or escape of oil into the internal waters of New Zealand or New Zealand marine waters (see section 281 of the Maritime Transport Act 1994). It must either be directly into the sea or ultimately reach marine waters.

Marine Protection Rules
The rules made by the Minister of Transport or Director of Maritime NZ under part 27 of the Maritime Transport Act 1994.
Marine waters see New Zealand marine waters

Maritime Incident Response Strategy
An overall strategy with associated plans for ‘major maritime incidents’, outlining what needs to be done to manage all aspects of large-scale, major, and/or complex maritime incidents.

Maritime New Zealand
The authority established originally as the Maritime Safety Authority under the Maritime Transport Act 1994 as a body corporate, owned by the Crown with perpetual succession. Maritime NZ is responsible for providing effective marine pollution prevention and an effective marine oil pollution response system.


National Marine Oil Spill Contingency Plan
The plan produced by the Director of Maritime NZ (sometimes referred to as the National Plan).

National On-Scene Commander see On-Scene Commander

National Response Team (NRT)
A group of oil spill responders who receive specialist training to enable them to perform essential functions during a Tier 3 response. During an incident the NRT makes up the core incident response team, which is supplemented by other oil spill responders who have received basic training. The NRT is maintained through Tier 3 training and exercising and currently has more than 100 members.

New Zealand continental waters
New Zealand marine waters and waters beyond the outer limit of the exclusive economic zone of New Zealand, but over the continental shelf of New Zealand.

New Zealand marine waters
The territorial sea of New Zealand and the waters of the exclusive economic zone of New Zealand.

NOSC (National On-Scene Commander) see On-Scene Commander

Noumea Convention see Appendix B – Convention for the Protection of the Natural Resources and Environment of the South Pacific Region.

Offshore installation
Any artificial structure (including a floating structure other than a ship) used or intended to be used in or on, or anchored or attached to, the seabed for the purpose of the exploration for, or the exploitation or associated processing of, any mineral.

Oil
Petroleum in any form, including crude oil, fuel oil, sludge, oil refuse, and refined products (other than petrochemicals).

Oil industry
Explorers for oil, producers, refiners, and marketers of oil, and associated carriers and service contractors.

Oil Pollution Advisory Committee (OPAC)
Section 282 of the Maritime Transport Act 1994 establishes the Oil Pollution Advisory Committee. OPAC is made up of industry and government representatives appointed by the Minister of Transport. OPAC advises the Maritime New Zealand Authority on the New Zealand Marine Oil Spill Response Strategy, the fixing of the Oil Pollution Levy, the use of the Oil Pollution Fund, and any other matter related to oil spills that the Minister or the Director of Maritime NZ specifies from time to time.

Oil Pollution Fund
A statutory fund that receives its income from the Oil Pollution Levy. The Fund provides money for New Zealand’s preparations for oil spill response and to meet the costs of clean-up where no spiller can be found to meet the costs.
Oil Pollution Levy
A differential levy imposed on all vessels carrying oil as cargo (tankers) or fuel, according to a formula based on the risk of an oil spill from the particular operation. Offshore installations also pay a set levy based on an assessment of their contribution to overall risk.

oil spill response
Actions taken to confirm the presence of an oil spill, stop its flow from the source, contain it, collect it, protect areas from damage by it, mitigate its effects on the environment, and clean up wildlife and areas contaminated by it.

oil transfer site
Any land, site, building, structure, or facility (whether on land or above the sea) that is used to transfer oil, or at or from which oil is transferred, to, or from, a ship or offshore installation (see section 281 of the Maritime Transport Act 1994). The term ‘facility’ includes mobile transfer sites such as vehicles.

On-Scene Commander
The person responsible for controlling and managing a marine oil spill clean-up at Tier 2 or Tier 3 level. A Regional On-Scene Commander is appointed by the relevant regional council (Tier 2). The National On-Scene Commander is appointed by the Director of Maritime NZ (Tier 3).

OPAC see Oil Pollution Advisory Committee

OPRC see Appendix B – International Convention on Oil Preparedness, Response and Cooperation, 1990

Pacific Islands Regional Marine Spill Contingency Plan
A plan providing for cooperative regional responses to major marine spills in the Pacific Island region, including linkages and mechanisms for accessing regional and supra-regional assistance. Island member states can seek support and assistance from Australia, France, New Zealand, and the United States for marine pollution preparedness and response. See also Appendix B.

Pacific Ocean Pollution Prevention Programme
A programme with a mission to protect the public health, safety, environment, and natural resources of the Pacific Islands from the effects of ship-sourced marine pollution.

PACPLAN see Pacific Islands Regional Marine Spill Contingency Plan

PACPOL see Pacific Ocean Pollution Prevention Programme

place of refuge
A place where a vessel can safely anchor or berth to enable measures to be taken to forestall or minimise the effects of damage (for example, to minimise the leakage of oil). Also known as a ‘safe haven’.

prevention of a marine oil spill
Any action taken before and during the normal operation of a ship, offshore installation, pipeline, or oil transfer site to lower the likelihood of a marine oil spill occurring.

regional councils
The 11 councils that form part of local government and are charged with the integrated management of the natural and physical resources of a region: Northland Regional Council, Waikato Regional Council, Bay of Plenty Regional Council, Hawke’s Bay Regional Council, Horizons (Manawatu–Wanganui Regional Council), Taranaki Regional Council, Wellington Regional Council, West Coast Regional Council, Southland Regional Council, Canterbury Regional Council, and Otago Regional Council. Six unitary authorities also carry out the role of a regional council (as well as that of a territorial authority): Auckland Council, Nelson City Council, Gisborne, Marlborough, and Tasman District Councils, and Chatham Islands Council.

regional marine oil spill contingency plan
A plan prepared by a regional council and approved by the Director of Maritime NZ under section 292 of the Maritime Transport Act 1994. This plan is sometimes referred to as a regional plan.
Regional On-Scene Commander see On-Scene Commander

regional plan see regional marine oil spill contingency plan

Rescue Coordination Centre New Zealand
A national service centre operated by Maritime NZ that provides a 24/7 search and rescue coordination service for sea, air and land as well as alerting for maritime incidents and accidents, including oil spills, and at sea collisions.

risk
An index of values derived from an assessment of possible oil spill scenarios where the risk equates to the probability of a particular event occurring, multiplied by a value that represents the magnitude of the impact that the event would create:

risk = likelihood x consequences.

ROSC (Regional On-Scene Commander) see On-Scene Commander

Secretariat of the Pacific Regional Environment Programme (SPREP)
The agency charged by the governments and administrations of the Pacific region with the protection and sustainable development of the region’s environment. In partnership with the International Maritime Organization, it is implementing the Pacific Ocean Pollution Prevention Programme.

shipboard marine oil spill contingency plan
A plan prepared under Marine Protection Rule, Part 130A, that implements the requirements of the International Convention on Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973, and 1978 Protocol (MARPOL) to specify the measures to be taken in respect of an oil spill from a ship.

significant marine spill
A large-scale oil spill for which the timing and location are impossible to predict and that will have severe environmental consequences. The overall response to such a spill is likely to be beyond New Zealand’s domestic capability and international assistance may be needed.

site marine oil spill contingency plan
A plan prepared under the Marine Protection Rules for any oil transfer site or pipeline that specifies the measures to be taken in respect of a marine oil spill. Sometimes referred to as a site plan.

site plan see site marine oil spill contingency plan

small local oil spill
A spill of such size and effect, and in such a location, that the spiller (a Tier 1 site or ship) or regional council (Tier 2) can adequately respond to it within its own capability.

SPREP see Secretariat of the Pacific Regional Environment Programme

Supplementary Fund see Appendix B – International Supplementary Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, 2003

territorial sea
Those areas of the sea having, as their inner limits, the baseline (described in sections 5, 6, and 6A of the Territorial Sea, Contiguous Zone, and Exclusive Economic Zone Act 1977) and, as their outer limits, a line measured seaward from that baseline, every point of which line is distant 12 nautical miles from the nearest point of the baseline.

threat
The possible impact or consequences that a spill of oil could create if allowed to come into contact with a biological, social, or economic resource.
Tier 1 response (of the approach to marine spill readiness and response)

Site-specific response, including most shore-side industry with oil transfer sites, offshore installations, and all vessels from which a spill of oil is possible. All Tier 1 sites and most larger commercial ships (which meet MARPOL 73/78 requirements) are expected to plan for and be able to provide a clearly identifiable first response to pollution incidents for which they are responsible. See also site, shipboard, and offshore installation marine oil spill contingency plans in Appendices C and D.

Tier 2 response (of the approach to marine spill readiness and response)

Regional council's response, which are expected to plan for and respond to marine oil spills within their part of the territorial sea (12 nautical miles) where the spills exceed the clean-up capability of Tier 1, or for which no responsible party can be identified. See also Appendices C and D.

Tier 3 response (of the approach to marine spill readiness and response)

Maritime NZ’s response, detailed in the National Marine Oil Spill Contingency Plan, for spills within a region that are beyond the resources of the region, or which occur within the Exclusive Economic Zone but outside regional council boundaries.


WorkSafe New Zealand

WorkSafe New Zealand is a Crown agency and New Zealand’s primary workplace health and safety regulator. It works alongside other such regulators, namely Maritime NZ, the New Zealand Police, the Civil Aviation Authority, and the New Zealand Transport Agency.
APPENDIX B: INTERNATIONAL CONVENTIONS RELEVANT TO THE STRATEGY

New Zealand is a member of all the conventions described in this Appendix.

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION ON OIL POLLUTION PREPAREDNESS, RESPONSE AND CO-OPERATION, 1990 (OPRC)

The International Maritime Organization developed the OPRC, which sets out the principles for establishing national oil spill readiness and response capabilities. OPRC is a key driver for setting up the New Zealand readiness and response system. OPRC establishes measures for dealing with marine oil pollution incidents nationally and in cooperation with other countries.

OPRC was adopted in 1990 and came into force in 1995. In 2000, a protocol relating to hazardous and noxious substances was adopted.

In accordance with OPRC and its Annex, state parties to the convention undertake, individually or jointly, to take all appropriate measures to prepare for and respond to oil pollution incidents.

OPRC applies to:
- vessels of any type operating in the marine environment (except warships and government vessels)
- fixed or floating offshore installations or structures engaged in gas or oil exploration or production activities, or the loading or unloading of oil
- sea ports and oil handling facilities (for example, oil terminals and pipelines).

New Zealand completed its accession to the OPRC in 1999. The main requirements for OPRC are implemented by Part 23 of the Maritime Transport Act 1994. They are to:
- develop a national system for responding to oil spills
- have a national authority responsible for readiness and response
- have training and people in place to respond to regional marine-based oil spills
- hold equipment ready for use during a marine oil spill
- have an exercising regime for trained people and equipment
- have contingency plans in place so some preparation is done before an oil spill occurs
- engage in regional cooperation in other countries.

UNITED NATIONS CONVENTION ON THE LAW OF THE SEA, 1982 (UNCLOS)

General obligations exist under UNCLOS to protect and preserve the marine environment and to take measures to prevent, reduce and control pollution of the marine environment (e.g. Articles 192 and 193). This includes, for example, measures to minimise pollution from installations or devices used in exploration or exploitation of the natural resources of the seabed. Also, measures to ensure activities under jurisdiction and control are so conducted so as to not cause damage by pollution to other States and their environment.

Article 221 of UNCLOS provides general powers for parties to take and enforce measures beyond the territorial sea to protect their coastline or related interests from pollution or threat of pollution following a maritime casualty or acts relating to such a casualty,
which may reasonably be expected to result in major harmful consequences.

Article 198 provides that ‘when a State [neighbouring country] becomes aware of cases in which the marine environment is in imminent danger of being damaged … by pollution, it shall immediately notify other States it deems likely to be affected by such damage’.

CONVENTION FOR THE PROTECTION OF THE NATURAL RESOURCES AND ENVIRONMENT OF THE SOUTH PACIFIC REGION (NOUMEA CONVENTION)

The Noumea Convention requires parties to take all appropriate measures to prevent, reduce and control pollution of the Convention Area, from any source, and to ensure sound environmental management and development of natural resources, using for this purpose the best practicable means at their disposal, and in accordance with their capabilities (Article 5). The Convention Area includes New Zealand’s EEZ.

Parties shall also take all appropriate measures to prevent, reduce and control pollution in the Convention Area resulting directly or indirectly from exploration and exploitation of the sea-bed and its subsoil.

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION FOR THE PREVENTION OF POLLUTION FROM SHIPS (MARPOL)

The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL) is the main international convention covering prevention of pollution of the marine environment by ships from operational or accidental causes.

MARPOL provides ships’ construction and operational requirements to prevent pollution from ships. Annex 1 of MARPOL requires every oil tanker of 150 gross tonnes and above and other ships greater than 400 gross tonnes to have pollution emergency plans.

Annex 1 in particular covers prevention of pollution by oil from operational measures as well as from accidental discharges.

MARPOL provides for exemptions from discharge restrictions (and prosecution) where:
- a discharge is necessary to secure the safety of a ship or save a life at sea or prevent a larger spill
- it is necessary during a spill response to discharge oil or use dispersants to minimise the overall damage from pollution, and is approved by the relevant government.

INTERNATIONAL CONVENTION RELATING TO INTERVENTION ON THE HIGH SEAS IN CASES OF OIL POLLUTION CASUALTIES, 1969 (INTERVENTION CONVENTION)

The Intervention Convention provides general powers for parties to take measures on the high seas as may be necessary to prevent, mitigate, or eliminate grave and imminent danger to their coastline or related interests from the threat of pollution by oil following a maritime casualty or acts related to such a casualty, which may reasonably be expected to result in major harmful consequences. Various consultation requirements are applicable depending on the urgency of the event in question.

The 1973 Protocol Relating to Intervention on the High Seas in Cases of Pollution other than Oil extends the scope of application to include some oils defined in MARPOL and not covered by the Intervention Convention and also other hazardous and noxious substances.
INTERNATIONAL REGIME FOR COMPENSATION FOR OIL POLLUTION DAMAGE CAUSED BY SPILLS FROM OIL TANKERS

Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, 1992 (the 1992 CLC)

The 1992 CLC provides for the recovery of pollution costs and payment of compensation from owners and operators of oil tankers carrying persistent oil. It applies to spills of both bunker oil and persistent oil carried as cargo, from tankers that fall within the definition of “ship” in the Convention. It is based on the principle of strict liability (that is, the owners of tankers that spill oil are liable regardless of whether they were actually at fault, with few exceptions).

The 1992 CLC places a compulsory obligation on tanker owners to maintain insurance or other financial security specifically to cover pollution damage, and to carry on board each tanker a certificate attesting to the fact such cover is in force. Most tanker owners arrange this insurance with a Protection and Indemnity Club (P&I Club). The financial security certification requirements contained in the convention are only required for those tankers carrying more than 2,000 metric tons of persistent oil in bulk as cargo.

The 1992 CLC has been incorporated into New Zealand law through Part 25 of the Maritime Transport Act 1994. Section 347 of the Maritime Transport Act 1994 specifies the limits of liability of CLC ship-owners for oil pollution damage. The maximum amount of liability is fixed at:

- 4.51 million units of account (A unit of account relates to a Special Drawing Right set by the International Monetary Fund. See the Maritime Transport (Maximum Amount of Liability for Pollution Damage) Order 2003.) for ships less than 5,000 tonnes
- 4.51 million units of account plus 631 units for each additional unit of tonnage up to a maximum aggregate amount of 89.77 million units of account.

International Convention on the Establishment of an International Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, 1992 (Fund Convention)

This fund is for spills of persistent oil originating from oil tankers only. It is used:

- where the total value of claims exceeds the limit of compensation available under the 1992 CLC, and
- where compensation may be available under the Fund Convention.

The International Oil Pollution Compensation Fund 1992 (IOPC Fund) is a worldwide intergovernmental organisation established to administer the regime of compensation created by the Fund Convention.

The fund is financed by contributions levied on any person who has received in a calendar year more than 150,000 tonnes of crude oil or heavy fuel oil after sea transport in a 1992 fund member state.

International Supplementary Fund for Compensation for Oil Pollution Damage, 2003 (Supplementary Fund)

The Supplementary Fund was adopted in May 2003 to supplement the compensation available under the CLC and the Fund Convention with an additional third tier of compensation.

Membership of the Supplementary Fund is optional and open to any state that is a member of the 1992 fund. It provides additional compensation of up to 750 million units of account for each incident that exceeds the compensation available under the CLC and the Fund Convention. New Zealand will make a decision in 2015 on accession to this fund.

30 A unit of account relates to a Special Drawing Right set by the International Monetary Fund. See the Maritime Transport (Maximum Amount of Liability for Pollution Damage) Order 2003.
International Convention on Civil liability for Bunker Oil Pollution Damage, 2001 (Bunkers Convention)

The Bunkers Convention imposes strict liability for bunker oil pollution. New Zealand acceded to this convention in 2014.\(^3\) This convention:

- applies to bunker oil spills originating from all ships, except 1992 CLC oil tankers
- is based on the principle of strict liability (that is, owners of ships that spill oil are liable regardless of whether they were actually at fault, with few exceptions)
- requires owners of ships greater than 1,000 gross tonnage to carry compulsory insurance to cover any pollution damage following an oil spill
- extends strict liability beyond the owner to the charterer, manager, and operator
- does not have its own limits of liability; instead it requires insurance be maintained to limits specified in the Convention on the Limitation of Liability for Maritime Claims, 1976 and its 1996 Protocol
- aims to ensure adequate, prompt and effective compensation is available to persons who suffer damage caused by spills of oil, when it is carried as fuel in a ship’s bunkers
- is based on the existing regime for oil pollution from tankers set up under the CLC, which covers pollution damage caused by spills of oil from tankers
- covers oil pollution damage caused in the territorial sea and exclusive economic zone; the cost of preventative measures is also covered whenever taken to prevent or minimise such damage
- covers ‘pollution damage’ only, which means:
  - loss or damage caused outside the ship by contamination resulting from the escape or discharge of bunker oil from the ship
  - the costs of preventive measures and further loss or damage caused by preventive measures.


The provisions of the LLMC Convention as amended by the LLMC Protocol have the force of law in New Zealand, as a result of the Maritime Transport Amendment Act 2013. The provisions:

- allow ship-owners to limit their liability to pay compensation for general ship-sourced damage
- apply to claims for loss of life and personal injury, as well as loss or damage to property and to pollution damage where no other convention applies.
- do not impose strict liability on the ship-owner to pay compensation for damage
- calculate the ship-owners’ liability limit based on the size of the ship.

The LLMC Protocol came into New Zealand law through the Maritime Transport Amendment Act 2013, which changed section 84 of the Maritime Transport Act 1994. It increases the liability limits for maritime claims in relation to vessels.

The LLMC Convention and LLMC Protocol do not apply to offshore installations.

Antarctic Treaty, 1959, and the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treat, 1991

The objective of the Protocol on Environmental Protection to the Antarctic Treat, 1991 is to ensure the comprehensive protection of the Antarctic environment and associated ecosystems. The Antarctic includes all the area south of 60º south latitude. Annex IV to the Protocol relates to marine pollution, specifically prohibiting the discharge of oil, noxious liquid substances, and garbage in the Antarctic Treaty area. Annex VI (not yet in force) relates to liability for environmental emergencies.

The Protocol is administered by the Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade. The Protocol has been enacted into domestic legislation by the Antarctica (Environmental Protection) Act 1994. This Act allows the Governor-General to extend provisions of the Maritime Transport

---

3\(^1\) Before this date New Zealand had unilateral laws requiring New Zealand and foreign ships to hold bunker liability cover.
Act 1994 to ‘Antarctic waters’ (defined as the territorial sea of New Zealand adjacent to the Ross Dependency and other seas south of 60 degrees south latitude). To date, this has not been done.

Maritime NZ is not responsible for conducting a Tier 3 or national response to a marine oil spill in waters adjacent to the Ross Dependency. Antarctica New Zealand has developed the Scott Base Fuel Spill Prevention and Response Plan. Maritime NZ provides technical support for oil spill planning and response in the waters adjacent to the Ross Dependency and assists Antarctica New Zealand to develop the contingency plan.

OTHER INTERNATIONAL AND REGIONAL AGREEMENTS

The Strategy and National Contingency Plan provide mechanisms for New Zealand to enter into mutual aid arrangements with other countries impacted on by maritime environmental emergencies, giving effect to New Zealand’s obligations under OPRC. New Zealand has entered into the following international cooperation agreements.

Pacific Islands Regional Marine Spill Contingency Plan (PACPLAN)

As above, New Zealand is a party to the Noumea Convention. The Noumea Convention includes the Protocol Concerning Co-operation in Combating Pollution Emergencies in the South Pacific Region, 1986 (Noumea Pollution Protocol). The Noumea Pollution Protocol requires parties to establish and maintain, within their respective capabilities, the means of preventing and responding to pollution incidents, and provides formally for cooperation when responding to marine spills.

In 2000, consistent with the Noumea Convention and Noumea Pollution Protocol, member countries adopted PACPLAN. PACPLAN provides for cooperative regional responses to major marine spills in the Pacific Island region, including linkages and mechanisms for accessing regional and supra-regional assistance.

One of the key mechanisms in PACPLAN is the provision for the 22 island members to seek assistance from one of the so-called ‘non-island’ (developed) member states for support and assistance with marine pollution preparedness and response. The non-island states are Australia, France, New Zealand, and the United States. New Zealand is listed as the primary source of assistance for Cook Islands, Fiji, Niue, Samoa, Tokelau, and Tonga.

Bilateral agreement with Australia

New Zealand has a bilateral agreement with Australia on cooperation in preparedness and response for oil spill response and management.
This appendix summarises New Zealand legal requirements for marine oil spill response, including the role of the Maritime Transport Act 1994, the function of Marine Protection Rules, the New Zealand Marine Oil Spill Response Strategy, the three-tiered approach to marine spill preparation and response and marine oil spill contingency plans.

MARITIME TRANSPORT ACT 1994

The main domestic legislation for Maritime NZ and its oil spill response responsibilities is the Maritime Transport Act 1994 (the Act). The overall purpose of the Act is to:

- continue Maritime NZ
- enable the implementation of New Zealand’s obligations under international maritime agreements
- ensure participants in the maritime transport system are responsible for their actions
- consolidate and amend maritime transport law
- protect the marine environment
- continue, or enable, the implementation of obligations on New Zealand under various international conventions relating to pollution of the marine environment
- regulate maritime activities in New Zealand and New Zealand waters, and
- regulate maritime activities and the marine environment in the exclusive economic zone and on the continental shelf as permitted under international law.

Most of New Zealand’s marine protection legislation is provided by the Act and the Marine Protection Rules that come under the Act.

MARINE PROTECTION RULES

Comprehensive provisions exist in New Zealand maritime law to protect the marine environment from pollution by ships and offshore installations, and from dumping at sea. These provisions are in the technical standards the Minister of Transport sets under the Act known as the Marine Protection Rules. The rules are organised into series of ‘parts’ that relate to a particular marine protection topic. Part 130 relates to the planning and response to marine oil spills. The rules give effect to the provisions of international marine environment protection conventions, including the International Convention on Prevention of Pollution from Ships, 1973, and 1978 Protocol; the International Convention on Oil Preparedness, Response and Cooperation, 1990; and the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage, 1992 (see Appendix B).

---


NEW ZEALAND MARINE OIL SPILL RESPONSE STRATEGY

In relation to marine oil spills, the Act specifically requires the Director of Maritime NZ to prepare and review the New Zealand Marine Oil Spill Response Strategy.

Section 284 of the Act defines the purpose of the Strategy as being to:

- describe the action to be taken, and by who the action is to be undertaken, in response to a marine oil spill in New Zealand marine waters
- promote a standard response to marine oil spills in New Zealand, and
- promote the coordination of marine oil spill contingency plans and the action taken in response to marine oil spills under such plans.

The Strategy provides Maritime NZ’s strategic intent and direction to prepare for and respond to marine oil spills.

THREE-TIERED APPROACH TO READINESS AND RESPONSE AND CONTINGENCY PLANS

In line with international practice, New Zealand has a three-tiered approach to managing all aspects of marine spill preparation and response.34 These tiers are provided for in the Act. A key aspect of this is the preparation by each tier of contingency plans for responding to an oil spill.

Marine oil spill contingency plans

Marine oil spill contingency plans must be produced according to standards provided in the Act, the Marine Protection Rules, and any guidelines issued by the Director of Maritime NZ. Each regional, site, or installation plan must also be consistent with this Strategy and the National Marine Oil Spill Contingency Plan.

The purpose of the plans is to promote in New Zealand planned responses to marine oil spills at shipboard, site, regional, and national levels and identify any delegated powers and the responsibilities of all those involved in oil spill incident response.

National Marine Oil Spill Contingency Plan (Tier 3 response)

The Act requires the Director of Maritime NZ to prepare a National Marine Oil Spill Contingency Plan and review the plan at least once every three years.35, 36 The purpose of this plan is to promote a planned and nationally coordinated response to any marine oil spill that is:

- beyond the resources of the regional council within whose region it is located
- outside the region of any regional council, but within the exclusive economic zone, and is an oil spill for which Maritime NZ considers a national response is required.

The plan describes the national marine oil spill response organisation and procedures, and information on spill response resources and clean-up techniques. It provides guidance on the administrative and operational procedures involved in the preparation, mobilisation, operation, and termination of a national (Tier 3) marine oil spill response.

When reviewing the plan, the Director must consider:

- New Zealand’s obligations under international conventions and agreements in relation to response to marine oil spills in the internal waters or marine waters of New Zealand
- the New Zealand Marine Oil Spill Response Strategy.

Regional marine oil spill contingency plans (Tier 2 response)

Regional marine oil spill contingency plans should provide an effective response to marine oil spills from oil transfer sites, ships, and offshore installations within the 12 nautical mile limit that are beyond the capacity

34 See Appendix D for details about New Zealand’s three-tiered approach.

35 See sections 296–298 of the Act.

of the spiller to deal with, but which do not require national or international help. Regional councils must consult on their plan with relevant persons, including the Department of Conservation and iwi within its region.

Marine Protection Rule, Part 130C, sets out the requirements for regional marine oil spill contingency plans, which regional councils prepare and submit to Maritime NZ for approval. The elements to be included in regional plans include response actions and personnel responsibilities, descriptions of risk and threat sites within the region, response structures and communication systems, sampling procedures for prosecution purposes, and arrangements for the disposal of recovered oil. Regional plans are to be reviewed at least every three years.

Shipboard marine oil spill contingency plans (Tier 1 response)

Under the Marine Protection Rule, Part 130A, oil tankers of 150 tons gross tonnage or more and other ships of 400 tons gross tonnage or more must have a shipboard marine oil spill contingency plan. This applies to New Zealand ships and ships of the New Zealand Defence Force and gives effect to regulation 37 of Annex 1 of the International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution from Ships (MARPOL).

Shipboard marine oil spill contingency plans are approved by Maritime NZ. International ships must carry a shipboard oil pollution emergency plan approved by their flag state.

The purpose of the shipboard plan is to assist ship’s personnel to take the necessary action to stop or minimise an unexpected oil spill and to mitigate its effects. Plans must be tailored to each ship, taking into account the type and size of ship, cargo, route, and shore-based management structure.

Oil transfer site marine oil spill contingency plans (Tier 1 response)

Under the Marine Protection Rule, Part 130B, all owners of oil transfer sites (that is, sites where oil is transferred to or from a ship or an offshore installation) are required to have an oil transfer site marine oil spill contingency plan to help personnel deal with an oil spill.

The plan must cover prevention measures, the procedures for reporting marine oil spills, actions to be taken to contain and clean up a spill, and details of the response equipment available.

Regular updates and reviews of the plan are required, as are exercises using the plan. The power to approve plans has been delegated by the Director of Maritime NZ to regional council officers. Plans must be approved.

Offshore installations

Marine Protection Rule Part 200 provides rules for offshore installations to prevent pollution of the marine environment by substances used or produced in offshore mineral exploration and exploitation. This part is concerned with discharges of oil, other harmful substances and garbage. It requires operators to develop a Discharge Management Plan — a form of environmental management plan — which must be approved for all offshore installations and promotes the application of “best practicable option” to prevent or minimise adverse effects on the environment arising from discharges.

The rules provide, where appropriate, for different requirements for installations in the territorial sea (which are subject to the Resource Management Act 1991) from the requirements for offshore installations within the exclusive economic zone or beyond the exclusive economic zone but above the continental shelf of New Zealand.

37 The authority for Part 130C is in sections 289–292 of the Act.
38 The authority for Part 130A is in sections 287, 386, and 390 of the Act.
39 The authority for Part 130B is in sections 287, 386, and 390 of the Act.
40 Part 200 applies, but with the advent of the Exclusive Economic Zone and Continental Shelf (Environmental Effects – Discharges and Dumping) Regulations, Part 200 will be replaced by a new marine protection rule, that being Part 131. When this occurs, all references to Part 200 should be read as a reference to Part 131.

Certificates of Insurance

Marine Protection Rule Part 102, together with associated provisions in the Maritime Transport Act 1994, elaborates the requirement that owners of ships carrying more than 2,000 tonnes of persistent oil in bulk as cargo have certificates which verify the existence of public liability insurance sufficient to cover any claims for oil pollution damage arising from a marine oil spill. The requirement gives effect to provisions of the Protocol of 1992 to amend the International Convention on Civil Liability for Oil Pollution Damage (1969) to which New Zealand is party.

Part 102 also requires other ships of 400 gross tons or more and offshore installation within New Zealand continental waters to hold certificate of insurance for liability cover for oil pollution damage.

In summary, Part 102 of the marine protection rules applies to:

- oil tankers, both New Zealand flag and visiting foreign ships carrying more than 2,000 tonnes of persistent oil in bulk as cargo
- other ships of 400 gross tons or more, both New Zealand flag and visiting foreign ships, and
- regulated offshore installations.41

---

41 The Government has not yet made decisions with respect to the consultation that occurred in early 2014 on increasing the minimum insurance requirement for offshore installations from $26 million to $300 million. Further a review of the financial security for offshore installations is in train and could in future lead to changes to Part 102 or other elements of the financial regime.
APPENDIX D: THREE-TIERED READINESS AND RESPONSE APPROACH

INTRODUCTION

New Zealand has implemented a three-tiered approach to all aspects of marine oil spill preparation and response. This is a well-established and internationally recognised system used to do the following:

- define and structure levels of oil spill response capabilities; this approach is not used to categorise the size or scope of a spill
- plan for appropriate resources to be rapidly mobilised and cascaded to an incident location, and
- enable response escalation for an oil spill of any magnitude.

It has been developed as a means to ensure an appropriate response capability is readily available to deal with oil spills commensurate to the risks.

Tier 1 and Tier 2 responses can be escalated in an integrated and efficient manner to the next tier, depending on the scale of the event. Tier 3 responses may be expanded and enhanced with assistance from other national and international organisations and agencies. Organisations likely to respond at the various tiers must prepare contingency plans and have a response capability appropriate to their respective levels of risk and responsibility:

- Tier 1 – industry
- Tier 2 – regional councils and unitary authorities
- Tier 3 – Maritime NZ (together with industry and international partners).

The roles and responsibilities for organisations required to prepare and maintain contingency plans are detailed in the Maritime Transport Act 1994 (the Act) and various supporting Marine Protection Rules (discussed in Appendix C).

If the scale of an incident is beyond the nation’s domestic capability, arrangements are in place to secure overseas assistance. This relationship is reciprocal, so New Zealand is expected to assist its overseas neighbours if requested.

OVERVIEW

The tiers can be described as follows.

- **Tier 1 oil spills** are spills where the response is managed, coordinated, and conducted by the operator. Oil spill response capability is based on an assessment of risk and their response (contingency) plans are approved by authorities. In general the operator of an approved plan must maintain an appropriate “first strike” (immediate response) capability and the ability to assist if there is an escalation to a Tier 2 or Tier 3 response.

- **Tier 2 oil spills** are spills where the response is managed, coordinated and, at least in part, conducted by the local regional council. A Tier 2 spill will typically have more serious actual or potential consequences than a Tier 1 spill and so will require a greater degree of oversight and assurance by the authorities and most likely additional resources to the Tier 1 capability.

---


43 Six territorial authorities (Auckland Council, Nelson City Council, the Gisborne, Tasman, and Marlborough District Councils, and Chatham Islands Council) also perform the functions of regional councils, so are unitary authorities.

44 A Tier 2 response may also be required where the spiller cannot be identified.
• **Tier 3 oil spills** are spills that are generally more complex, of longer duration and have the most serious actual or potential consequences. They require the greatest level of oversight and assurance and the most significant resources (national and international). Typically the response required is beyond the response capability of the regional council or operator. The response is nationally led and coordinated by Maritime NZ.

Table 3 contains more detail on the general characteristics of each of the three tiers based on the management of the oil spill, circumstance of the spill, and resources at risk. These characteristics can be used to develop criteria for evaluating the need to escalate the response. This is a general list of characteristics, so not all will apply in all cases.

**TABLE 3: TIERED RESPONSE CHARACTERISTICS FOR MARINE OIL SPILLS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CHARACTERISTIC</th>
<th>TIER 1</th>
<th>TIER 2</th>
<th>TIER 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Application</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Agent</td>
<td><strong>Site specific:</strong> oil transfer sites, offshore installations (including rigs and platforms), pipelines, vessels from which a spill of oil into environment is possible</td>
<td><strong>Regional:</strong> regional councils and unitary authorities</td>
<td><strong>National:</strong> Maritime NZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Response to the spill</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsibility</td>
<td>Ship’s master, company, plant or site manager</td>
<td>Regional councils and unitary authorities</td>
<td>Maritime NZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delegation/authority</td>
<td>Appointed incident controller</td>
<td>Regional On-Scene Commander</td>
<td>National On-Scene Commander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Response personnel</td>
<td>Site operator</td>
<td>Site and regional councils (Maritime NZ may be involved)</td>
<td>Multiple from across government, regional council, and industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Contingency plan for response</td>
<td>Shipboard marine oil spill contingency plan (New Zealand ships)</td>
<td>Regional marine oil spill contingency plan</td>
<td>National Marine Oil Spill Contingency Plan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Shipboard oil pollution emergency plan (other flag states)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Oil transfer site marine oil spill contingency plan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Offshore installation marine oil spill contingency plan</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monitoring of plans for response</td>
<td>Regional council or Maritime NZ</td>
<td>Maritime NZ</td>
<td>Maritime NZ</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
## Characteristic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Tier 1</th>
<th>Tier 2</th>
<th>Tier 3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resources</strong></td>
<td>Resourced from site and operator</td>
<td>Requires regional council resources and Maritime NZ regionally based oil spill response equipment</td>
<td>Requires national and/or international resources</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Type of spill incident</strong></td>
<td>Mostly self-contained first-strike but may escalate to Tier 2 or Tier 3</td>
<td>Mostly self-contained ‘initial response’, but may be more complex or larger scale and/or escalate to Tier 3</td>
<td>Complex campaign Possibly offshore Requires National Response Team</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Duration</strong></td>
<td>Single – multiple shifts</td>
<td>Single – multiple shifts to days</td>
<td>Days to months</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Hazards</strong></td>
<td>Single – multiple hazards</td>
<td>Single – multiple hazards</td>
<td>Multiple hazards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resources at risk</strong></td>
<td>Potential for serious injury and loss of life</td>
<td>Potential for serious injury and loss of life</td>
<td>Potential for serious injury and loss of life</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Environment</strong></td>
<td>Usually isolated impact and/or with natural recovery expected within weeks</td>
<td>Usually isolated impact and/or with natural recovery expected within weeks</td>
<td>Potentially significant area affected and/or impact Recovery may take months or years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Wildlife</strong></td>
<td>Individual to group of fauna</td>
<td>Individual to group of fauna</td>
<td>Potentially large number of fauna</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Economy</strong></td>
<td>Business level disruption</td>
<td>Business level disruption and potential for local impact</td>
<td>Disruption to local economy and potentially national impact</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Social and Business</strong></td>
<td>Reduced services for operator</td>
<td>Reduced services for operator and/or disruption to local area activities</td>
<td>Wide spread and ongoing impacts on local community and potentially New Zealand as a whole</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Infrastructure</strong></td>
<td>Short-term failure</td>
<td>Short-term to medium-term failure</td>
<td>Significant impairment to local and potentially the national economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Media</strong></td>
<td>Local, regional, and potentially national media coverage</td>
<td>Local, regional and potentially national media coverage</td>
<td>National and likely international media coverage</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES AT EACH TIER

Tier 1

Industry plans and response are site-specific or vessel-specific and include onshore industry with oil transfer sites, offshore installations (including rigs and platforms), pipelines, and certain vessels from which a spill of oil into the marine environment is possible.

All vessels,45 oil transfer sites, and offshore installations are expected to be able to provide a marine oil spill contingency plan, which provides a clearly identifiable first response to marine oil spill incidents for which they are responsible (see Appendix C).

The response capability at a site should be based on the specifics of the operation and the risk (likelihood and consequence) of an oil spill using factors such as location, oil type, and volumes transferred. A Tier 1 response needs to be timely, provide a complete response for spills that remain at Tier 1 or at least be effective until the response escalates for significant spills. The response should include monitoring and assessment and be able to contribute to a Tier 2 or Tier 3 response for a spill from their operation and/or enhance a Tier 2 or Tier 3 response. The operator should have access to response equipment that is commensurate to its oil spill risk and appropriate arrangements in place with response providers at both ends of the spill response scale. For example, from local arrangements to respond to a spill from an unstaffed fuel stop to formal arrangements with outside service providers, including overseas agencies, if appropriate.

The site operator’s personnel need to be trained and exercised and their capability able to be demonstrated. The operator will involve other agencies in training and exercising as appropriate.

In an actual or probable oil spill from a vessel, the ship’s master is responsible for notifying46 authorities and ensuring containment efforts begin immediately. Depending on the circumstances and resources and equipment available, the master may also initiate clean-up operations, if safe for the personnel involved. If the spill is onshore or from an offshore installation, the company, plant, or site manager is responsible for ensuring these actions occur without delay.

After notifying the regional council or Maritime NZ of a spill within the territorial sea, the person in charge must take immediate steps to control the spill in accordance with the relevant approved contingency plan. If that person seeks assistance, or if the Regional On-Scene Commander (ROSC) considers a Tier 2 response is appropriate, they will respond in accordance with the applicable regional contingency plan.

If the spill is significant or outside the territorial sea (such as an offshore installation, a vessel in transit, or in waters around offshore islands within the exclusive economic zone), and the National On-Scene Commander (NOSC) considers it appropriate, they may initiate a Tier 3 response, take charge, and respond in accordance with the National Oil Spill Contingency Plan.

Tier 2

Regional response is the responsibility of regional councils and those unitary authorities acting as regional councils. Each regional council must produce, maintain, and implement a regional marine oil spill contingency plan when required (see Appendix C).

Within their regions, these councils will respond to marine oil spills that exceed the clean-up capability of an industry Tier 1 response. They will also respond to those spills for which no responsible party can be identified. Maritime NZ will provide regional councils with sufficient equipment, training, and opportunities to exercise their expertise to undertake this role. Regional councils need to be aware of the Tier 1 response capabilities of significant oil transfer sites within their area as this may be beyond the resources of a Tier 2 response.

Regional response capability is based on the Tier 2 incidents they typically have had to respond to over the last 15 years (for example, bunkering or bilge discharge spills in ports and spills from fishing vessels).

45 International ships must carry a shipboard oil pollution emergency plan that their flag state has approved.
46 All marine pollution discharges or accidental spills of harmful substances, including oil, into New Zealand’s waters need reported immediately. Spillers report marine pollution and spills to: the regional council responsible for the area where the spill occurred, Maritime NZ, or Taupo Maritime Radio.
Maritime NZ sets up regional equipment stockpiles based on the oil spill risk for each region.

Maritime NZ works with regional councils to ensure there are always sufficient trained responders and resources to undertake a sustained Tier 2 or Tier 3 response. Regions should have the capability to provide and mobilise an initial Emergency Coordination Centre and to provide an initial or ‘skeleton’ Incident Management Team.

Tier 2 spill response is led by the Regional On Scene Commander (ROSC). During an incident, if a spiller cannot be identified or if a spill is beyond the capability of the spiller to respond, the ROSC may assume responsibility for the clean-up operation within their region directly. The ROSC will decide whether it is appropriate for any action to be taken in response to that marine oil spill. In accordance with the Act, the principal objective of the ROSC in taking any such action is to prevent further pollution from the marine oil spill, and to contain and clean up the oil spill in accordance with the relevant regional marine oil spill contingency plan. The action taken in response to the spill must not cause unreasonable danger to human life or cause an unreasonable risk of injury to any person.

The ROSC is responsible for notifying Maritime NZ as soon as the ROSC becomes aware of a marine oil spill response operation. The ROSC may seek the support of Maritime NZ at any stage, and Maritime NZ may appoint a representative to support the ROSC, where appropriate, to offer technical advice.

If the spill is beyond the capability or resources at the disposal of the regional council, then Maritime NZ should be notified as soon as possible, and the response will be escalated to a Tier 3 response.

Tier 2 to Tier 3 transition

The factors and characteristics that can lead to an escalation from a Tier 2 to a Tier 3 response or an offshore/significant Tier 1 incident to a Tier 3 response are outlined in Table 3. The Tier 2 to Tier 3 transition depends on the timing of the escalation to Tier 3, and the arrival of the NOSC and the National Response Team to the Emergency Coordination Centre. Tier 3 escalation does not occur until the next tier is ready to take control.

When a Tier 3 is declared, the NOSC assumes control of the incident. Elements of the operation may be delegated to the ROSC while the NOSC is on the way to the incident. However, the elevation of an incident to Tier 3 is the responsibility of the NOSC. This enables the NOSC to ready the Emergency Coordination Centre and local response for the next level of operations.

Maritime NZ provides and coordinates training and exercising for regional responders in relation to Tier 2 spill response. This takes account of the fact regional council personnel and resources also play a fundamental role in Tier 3 responses. In a significant incident that escalates to Tier 3, the Tier 2 responders maintain the response during the transition phase under the direction of the NOSC, and continue on to form an integral and vital part of clean-up activities at the Tier 3 level.

Tier 3

Tier 3 response is the responsibility of Maritime NZ. The NOSC may assume responsibility under the National Marine Oil Spill Contingency Plan when, due to size, complexity, and/or environmental impact, containing and cleaning up a marine oil spill exceeds the capacity of the resources available at Tier 1 and/or Tier 2. The NOSC will also control and manage the response to any oil spill within the exclusive economic zone, and those beyond the exclusive economic zone over the New Zealand continental shelf.

Maritime NZ is responsible for the National Oil Spill Contingency Plan. This entails the maintenance of generic oil spill response information containing all operational procedures, which is supplemented by regional and local information contained in the regional plan in order to facilitate a successful response (see Appendix C).

In addition and as appropriate, Maritime NZ produces ‘special area’ contingency plans, such as the plan for Fiordland. These plans are developed when an area is of such environmental significance or has such complex

47 Maritime NZ is available 24/7 to respond to a Tier 3 incident.
response issues that it is deemed necessary to address contingency planning for the area at a national level.

New Zealand’s Tier 3 response capability is made up of Maritime NZ, the regional councils, contractors, consultants, industry, and agencies where agreements are in place (see Appendix F for Maritime NZ’s relationships with other government and international agencies).

In a Tier 3 response, the NOSC assumes control of and responsibility for the marine oil spill response operations. The functions and powers of the NOSC are the same as those described for the ROSC. However, the directions of the NOSC will prevail over those of the ROSC.

If a large marine oil spill occurs anywhere in New Zealand’s area of responsibility, and it is beyond the nation’s resources to contain and clean up, the Director of Maritime NZ may seek international support for the Tier 3 response. Through the International Convention on Oil Pollution Preparedness, Response and Co-operation, 1990 (OPRC), and formal contracts and agreements New Zealand has established arrangements to provide for international support. The National Marine Oil Spill Contingency Plan will be used to plan for and carry out a response involving international resources.

New Zealand has reciprocal obligations to fulfil international agreements and conventions to provide assistance beyond New Zealand marine waters to neighbouring countries, including Australia and the South Pacific. Operational arrangements needed to allow these obligations to be met, such as memoranda of understanding, will be included in the national plan.

**CONE OF RESPONSE MODEL FOR TIER 3 SPILL RESPONSE**

Following significant oil spill incidents resulting from a loss of well control at an offshore installation (e.g., Montara and Deepwater Horizon), various governments and industry and stakeholder groups have recommended the best response strategies in such a scenario.

These strategies have been developed into the cone of response model. This model has been subsequently adapted to show the range of response techniques for any offshore maritime oil spill, whatever the source, from the point of origin to the shore. Figure 6 shows the various tactics that may be deployed during such an incident.

**FIGURE 6: CONE OF RESPONSE MODEL**

**POINT OF ORIGIN (ALSO TIME FROM EVENT START)**

A

At source

Response

- Control or stop the release
- Well intervention or salvage action for vessels
- Sub-sea dispersant injection for wells
- Relief well

B

Oil surfacing nearest the source

Response

- Dispersant application – vessel and/or aircraft
- Containment and recovery – booms and skimmers (limited effectiveness offshore)
- In-situ burning (dependent on conditions)

C

Beyond the immediate source area – off-shore

Response

- Dispersant application – vessel and/or aircraft
- Containment and recovery – booms and skimmers (limited effectiveness offshore)

D

Further from the source area – near shore

Response

- Dispersant application – vessel and/or aircraft
- Containment and recovery – booms and skimmers (limited effectiveness offshore)

E

Shoreline

Response

- Protection – booms
- Clean up – multiple manual and machinery methods
- Oiled wildlife response

Note: BP used the ‘cone of response’ approach during the Deepwater Horizon incident.
In the cone of response model, from the source to the shore, an array of resources can be used to locate, assess, remediate, and remove the oil. Sufficient skilled and trained personnel are needed to undertake the various aspects of the response and, depending on the size and location of the incident, the amount of resources required to be deployed can be large.

Table 4 lists the resources required for the various response strategies under the cone of response.

At any time during a Tier 3 offshore oil spill response, movement of the spill will be assessed. This assessment may include trajectory modelling, aerial observation, and shoreline-based surveys.

### Table 4: Cone of Response Strategies and Resources*

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>AREA</th>
<th>RESPONSE STRATEGY</th>
<th>RESOURCE REQUIRED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A: At source</td>
<td>Control or stop release: well intervention, containment and/or salvage action for vessels</td>
<td>Capping and/or containment devices from well or vessel, intervention from installation, support vessels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Subsea dispersant injection for wells</td>
<td>Injection devices, approved dispersants, support vessels, monitoring devices, laboratory sample analysis</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Relief well</td>
<td>Drilling rigs for relief well, support vessels</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B: Oil surfacing nearest the source</td>
<td>Aerial dispersant application</td>
<td>Dedicated aircraft and gear for dispersant application, helicopters, spotter aircraft, dispersant**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Surface dispersant application</td>
<td>Vessel spray system, vessels able to deploy dispersant, aerial support, dispersant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Containment and recovery</td>
<td>Booms, large capacity skimmers, deployment vessels, aerial support, tracking buoys</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>In-situ burning</td>
<td>Fire retardant booms, barges, support vessels, smoke monitoring devices</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C: Beyond the immediate source area – offshore</td>
<td>Aerial and surface dispersant application</td>
<td>As above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Containment and recovery</td>
<td>As above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D: Further from the source area – near shore</td>
<td>Aerial and surface dispersant application</td>
<td>As above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Containment and recovery</td>
<td>As above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E: Shoreline</td>
<td>Protection</td>
<td>Inshore booms, inshore skimmers,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Clean-up</td>
<td>Heavy machinery, manual equipment, large manpower resources, oiled wildlife response***</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note: *Monitoring of the spill occurs for all stages of the response and in some cases might be the only response needed if the environmental effect is seen to be minor. Monitoring and natural depredation may be more of a viable option than in-situ burning. Also, new technology response tools, such as biotechnology, will continue to develop over the life-span of this Strategy.

**A dispersant must be approved under Marine Protection Rule, Part 132, before it can be used to contain or clean up an oil spill in New Zealand waters.***Oiled wildlife response may be initiated as part of C and D and would include collection of oiled wildlife, hazing, and reconnaissance.
Offshore oil spill response is a demanding discipline where the adverse operating environment (weather and sea conditions), deployment distances, and technical and logistical challenges can combine to reduce the effectiveness of available response techniques. Given these factors, the government wants to ensure the best possible prevention measures are in place and that response capabilities operated by government are focused on the most effective solutions available.

OFFSHORE OIL AND GAS WELL CONTROL

The regulatory framework for oil exploration and production in New Zealand is based on international best practice and comprises a multi-stage system covering permitting, health and safety, environmental considerations, and response planning (including loss of well control). The focus is on hazard mitigation and preventing spills from occurring and ensuring operators have plans and resources in place to minimise the likelihood and reduce the effect of any adverse event.

Globally the petroleum exploration and production industry is constantly adapting and reconstructing its approach to managing offshore oil pollution risks. Regulators are working together internationally to help improve global oil pollution preparedness and determine the appropriate level of oil spill preparedness within their jurisdictions.48

It is a fundamental principle in New Zealand and overseas that preventing an oil spill and maintaining or recovering well control is the responsibility of the operator. They have the resources, expertise, and proximity to maintain or re-establish control, and the means to ensure local and global resources are on call and available when they are required. All operators must produce to the government detailed plans of how they will maintain and regain control of a well and respond to an oil spill.

During a loss of well control incident resulting in a release from the seabed, well interventions including activating blowout preventers, introduction of subsea dispersant injection and well control either through capping systems or relief well drilling are the responsibility of industry. The industry plans and activities would be closely overseen and monitored for the government by Maritime NZ, who would call on the arrangements it has made for independent expert advice on this highly technical matter (for example, Boots and Coots – Singapore).

Incident management (command, control, and coordination) of the incident resulting from a worst case scenario would be complex, demanding, and of a large scale. Ultimately, the incident would be resolved successfully, but possibly over a long time. The Act provides the Director of Maritime NZ with extensive powers to oversee and control the industry response as well as the mandate for the national oil spill response effort. A full government crisis management effort would be essential, including input from multiple departments and agencies and extensive cross-government coordination.

Comprehensive marine oil spill contingency plans are in place, for industry and for the government. Industry would respond initially and immediately using resources identified in their approved contingency plans. For a large scale spill, Maritime NZ would activate the extensive arrangements in the national plan, immediately deploying response capability based in New Zealand and at the same time activating international support arrangements.

Maritime NZ would work in the context of existing government crisis management systems and processes including being situated in the National Crisis Management Centre, with local Emergency Coordination Centres as required, and the involvement of the Cabinet Committee on Domestic External Security Coordination, the Officials Committee for Domestic and External Security Coordination, and watch groups, while also drawing on the resources of the National Response Team – a nationally coordinated structure and capability that is in place and ‘ready to go’ in an oil spill incident. Organised volunteer involvement may also be a feature of a large-scale response event (as it was after the Christchurch earthquakes and the Rena incident).

48 For example, see the International Offshore Petroleum Environmental Regulators (www.ioper.org).
APPENDIX E: CV **RENA**

FACTS AND FIGURES

**PEOPLE**
- Up to 800 people were involved in the oil spill response.
- Overseas technical advice and support came from Australia, the United Kingdom, the United States, the Netherlands, and Singapore.
- Further offers of assistance and equipment were made under international agreements.

**BEACH CLEAN-UP**
- More than 8,000 volunteers helped with the clean-up.
- On average, 120 defence force troops were on the ground at any one time.
- Over 100 volunteer beach clean-up events were undertaken.
- More than 1,040 tonnes of oily waste were recovered.

**SALVAGE**
- When it grounded, **Rena** had 1,733 tonnes of oil on it and lost about 350 tonnes overboard.
- Over 1,000 tonnes of heavy fuel oil were recovered from **Rena**.
- When it grounded, 1,368 containers were on board **Rena**.

**WILDLIFE**
- Over 400 birds were cared for at the Oiled Wildlife Centre at the peak of the response.
- Almost 380 birds oiled from the **Rena** oil spill were rehabilitated and released back into their environment.
- Sixty endangered New Zealand dotterels were caught and held in a purpose-built facility and safely released in November.
- More than 2,000 dead birds were collected.
APPENDIX F: MARITIME NZ’S RELATIONSHIP WITH OTHER AGENCIES

TABLE 5: AGENCIES MARITIME NZ USES IN A MARITIME INCIDENT, INCLUDING A MARINE OIL SPILL, AND WHETHER ARRANGEMENTS ARE FORMALISED IN A MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GOVERNMENT DEPARTMENTS AND REGIONAL COUNCILS</th>
<th>MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING WITH MARITIME NZ THAT INCLUDES MARITIME INCIDENT RESPONSE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Department of Conservation</td>
<td>Yes – on mandate and services relating to the coastal environment, access to any existing volunteer networks, and advice and assistance with wildlife (marine mammals), marine reserves and the conservation estate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of Internal Affairs</td>
<td>Yes – on provision of interpretation and translation services in support of both the response and investigation teams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet</td>
<td>No – used primarily in an advisory capacity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Environmental Protection Authority</td>
<td>Yes – to provide expert advice.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry for Primary Industries</td>
<td>Yes – to access the National Biosecurity Capability Network (NBCN) and the National Aquatic Biodiversity Information System (NABIS), and to provide expert advice and resources.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry for the Environment</td>
<td>No – used primarily in an advisory capacity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Business, Innovation, and Employment</td>
<td>No – used primarily in an advisory capacity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Civil Defence and Emergency Management</td>
<td>No – but inter-agency note on ability to access administration and financial services people and to give depth to infrastructure support in a Tier 3 response.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade</td>
<td>No – used primarily in an advisory capacity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Health</td>
<td>Yes – on public health advice at national and regional levels, including the opening and closing of beaches when pollution has the potential to affect public health.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Justice</td>
<td>No – used primarily in an advisory capacity.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Social Development</td>
<td>Yes – on the engagement of job brokers to source and hire paid responders, welfare coordination and Enhanced Task Force Green.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ministry of Transport</td>
<td>No – but inter-agency note to provide strategic and financial expertise during a significant incident, and coordination of whole of government liaison activities.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Departments and Regional Councils</td>
<td>Memorandum of Understanding with Maritime NZ That Includes Maritime Incident Response</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand Customs Service</td>
<td>Yes – to provide information used for charging maritime safety charges and oil pollution levies.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand Defence Force</td>
<td>Yes – to provide New Zealand Defence Force assets (Royal New Zealand Navy, New Zealand Army, and Royal New Zealand Air Force) to undertake and support response operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand Fire Service</td>
<td>Yes – to provide advice (particularly dealing with hazardous substances), assistance and support to response operations, including access to their mobile information technology and communication units and hazardous materials vehicles.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New Zealand Police</td>
<td>Yes – to assist and support response operations and provide specialist support to the incident investigation team.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regional Councils</td>
<td>Yes – with each regional council for the utilisation of council resources and staff for Tier 3 marine oil spill readiness and response.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Te Puni Kōkiri</td>
<td>No – but a potential MoU on assisting with iwi engagement and relationship management is under discussion.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkSafe New Zealand</td>
<td>No – used primarily in an advisory capacity.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Other Agencies</th>
<th>Formal Arrangement with Maritime NZ</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Australian Marine Oil Spill Centre</td>
<td>No – access to AMOSC for support and assistance from personnel and supply of equipment during an oil spill response is through the Memorandum of Understanding with AMSA. AMOSC participates in training and exercising.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Australian Maritime Safety Authority</td>
<td>Yes – for support and assistance from personnel during an oil spill response and participation in training and exercising.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boots and Coots</td>
<td>Yes – contract for advice and support around well control during an offshore oil rig spill.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>London Offshore Consulting Pte Ltd</td>
<td>Yes – contract for independent salvage advice and support, particularly the technical feasibility and acceptability of all salvage plans submitted by salvors and the monitoring of all wreck removal operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Institute of Water and Atmosphere (NIWA)</td>
<td>Yes – to provide pre-pollution site assessment (establishment of environmental baselines), monitoring activities, rapid environmental surveys, specialist scientific advice, and support to response operations.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Oil Spill Response Ltd</td>
<td>No – Maritime NZ accesses OSR resources (equipment and advice on preparing for and responding to oil spills) through a 3rd Party agreement signed with OSR at the time of need.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wildbase Oil Response, Massey University</td>
<td>Yes – contract to provide a response to avoid, remedy or mitigate any detrimental impacts on wildlife during an oil spill response and train a regional network of responders.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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